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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent decades lasers have become the fundamental light source for a lot of applica-

tions like laser material processing, communications, metrology, medicine, security and

holography [1–3], due to the unique properties of laser beams in terms of high degree of di-

rectionality, monochromaticity, coherence and brightness [4]. Nowadays, dependent on the

application and the operation wavelength, different laser types are commercially available.

Typically these laser types can be classified by the type of the active laser medium used [5].

One common type of active media are doped, bulk, solid-state crystals or glasses. Impor-

tant applications of solid-state lasers, like laser material processing, require a laser beam

with high beam-quality, customized polarization and high power, which can be obtained

by the proper choice of active medium, pump and laser resonator setup [6]. Consequently

there is a huge number of degrees of freedom for the design of solid-state lasers. For the

development of high quality solid-state lasers one has to know the influence of these degrees

of freedom on the output performance of the laser. Thus a computer-aided model of the

resonator is the basis of a time- and cost-efficient tool for the analysis, tolerancing and

optimization of solid-state laser resonators.

However in reality laser resonators are extremely complex multiphysical systems where

in practice not all physical quantities are accessible or can be implemented in a efficient

and fast resonator model. Consequently a simplified physical model is required which

should include the most essential parameters for the resonator performance. For different

laser types, different physical effects have varying importance on the laser performance.

Thus dependent on the laser type a different physical model might be necessary. In this

work a flexible and numerically efficient tool for the analysis of the transversal mode of

continuous-wave (cw), solid-state laser resonators oscillating in single-transversal-mode

operation is given. It is based on the generalization of the scalar Fox-Li algorithm [7, 8]

to a fully vectorial field tracing concept. Therefore we reformulate Fox and Li’s scalar

integral equation to an eigenvalue problem consisting of a set of operator equations. This

allows the flexible combination of different modeling techniques in different subdomains
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1. INTRODUCTION 4

of the resonator. It is shown that, in principle, any modeling technique which can be

formulated to operate for electromagnetic fields can be added to this field tracing concept.

As an example two novel, numerically efficient simulation concepts for light propagation in

laser crystals with natural-birefringence and stress-induced birefringence respectively are

introduced. Furthermore two polynomial-type vector extrapolation methods are applied

for the numerically efficient solution of the coupled eigenvalue problem.

The model discussed in this work gives detailed insight into the shape, polarization state

and beam power of the transversal mode of cw, solid-state laser resonators. It should help

optical engineers further improve their high quality lasers. For the accurate modeling of

these lasers the model includes the following most dominant physical effects:

• Light diffraction, refraction and reflection

• Thermal lensing

• Birefringence

• Light amplification and gain saturation

• Polarization cross-talk and rotation.

To provide optical engineers using this tool with a sufficient amount of design freedoms, in

this thesis special emphasis was placed on the inclusion of an enormous variety of different

intracavity components, like

• Lenses and mirrors

• Active solid-state media

• Brewster plates

• Birefringent crystals

• Inhomogeneous media.

Furthermore the resonators can be either stable or unstable linear cavities or ring res-

onators. Please note that although the thesis is restricted to cw laser operation, the tools

introduced might be also extended to Q-switched lasers. The simulation of mode-locked

or fiber lasers is beyond the scope of this thesis. All given concepts might be also the basis

for the analysis of other laser classes like gas lasers. However for other classes additional

physical effects, which dominate the lasing process, must be added. For gas lasers, e.g. the

simulation of gas flow can be included by the techniques given in [9, 10].

This work is structured in the following way: In chapter 2 the state-of-the art techniques

for the simulation of lasers are reviewed. Here especially it is distinguished between single-

pass simulation approaches, which calculate light propagation through the resonator just
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once, and multiple-round trip approaches which calculate the formation of the transversal

resonator mode due to multiple reflections of light at the resonator mirrors. Special em-

phasis is placed on the concept of field tracing as a single pass approach in section 2.2 and

on the scalar Fox-Li algorithm in section 2.3 as a multiple-round trip approach. It is shown

that both concepts are limited in their ability to simulate laser resonators in an accurate,

flexible and fast manner. For the calculation of the laser power, the important concept of

rate equations is reviewed in section 2.4. In chapter 3 the limitations of field tracing as a

single-pass simulation approach are overcome. It is shown that the extension of field trac-

ing to a multiple-round trip approach can be interpreted as a generalization of the scalar

Fox-Li algorithm to a fully vectorial technique. Furthermore the general mathematical

structure and physical interpretation of different round trip operators are discussed, end-

ing up with two coupled or uncoupled equations which can be interpreted as an eigenvalue

problem. In the following, this eigenvalue problem is solved by a simple power method as

well as by the numerically more efficient vector extrapolation methods, namely the minimal

polynomial extrapolation (MPE) and the reduced rank extrapolation (RRE). To include

the important physical effects of natural- or stress-induced birefringence, thermal lensing

and nonlinear gain saturation two fully vectorial field tracing operators are introduced in

chapter 4. Finally in chapter 5 several numerical examples are given and compared to

experimental measurements from literature. Partial results given in this thesis have been

already published by the author in the peer-reviewed journals and conference proceedings

mentioned at the end of this document.



Chapter 2

Fundamentals of Laser Simulation

The mayor contribution of this thesis is the generalization of the Fox-Li algorithm in a

way that any simulation technique which can be formulated to propagate electromagnetic

fields can be included in the analysis of laser resonators. Of course this also includes the

simulation techniques which are already given in literature. Therefore in this chapter the

most important state-of-the-art simulation approaches for laser resonators are given to

bring the novel concepts given in the following chapters into a proper context. The con-

cepts of field tracing and the Fox-Li algorithm are also discussed in detail in this chapter.

Both approaches will be generalized and combined in this thesis. Please note that due to

the abundance of literature and simulation techniques only the most common approaches

are discussed. Nevertheless, as shown in the following chapters, in principle any other

simulation technique which can be formulated to operate on an electromagnetic field de-

scription can also be included into the concept of the generalized Fox-Li algorithm. In

this work the discussion is mainly restricted to simulation techniques which are based on

classical Maxwell’s equations. Only in section 2.4 a simple particle model based on the

rate equations is reviewed. Simulation approaches based on a more advanced particle or

quantized-field description of light, as they can be found e.g. in [11–14], are beyond the

scope of this work.

2.1 State-of-the-Art Techniques

In this section the fully vectorial Fox-Li algorithm is classified with respect to common

state-of-the-art simulation approaches in terms of simulation accuracy, numerical effort and

flexibility. Here flexibility is understood as the ability of the approaches to model different

laser resonator setups containing various intracavity components. The given classification

should be understood as a rule of thumb.

In principle the simulation approaches given in the literature for the analysis of single-

transversal-mode, solid-state laser resonators can be divided in single-pass and multiple-

6
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round trip techniques. The former, which are mainly used in the context of laser rod

analysis [15–18], simulate a single pass of the light through the resonator. Therefore a

transversal light distribution must be given in front of the outcoupling mirror as an initial

condition. Its shape should be close to the desired transversal laser resonator mode. This

initial light distribution is propagated along a single loop in the resonator resulting in a

disturbed light distribution in front of the outcoupling mirror. Thus single-pass approaches

are formulated as input-output problems, meaning that for a given input field, an output

field can be calculated. The resonator geometry, the pump light distribution and all other

degrees of design freedom now can be optimized by minimizing the deviation between the

initial and the disturbed light distribution [19–22]. For the propagation of the light along

the single resonator loop, several simulation approaches based on geometrical [23–27] or

physical optics are available in literature. Techniques based on geometrical optics typically

provide a first insight into the laser system. The fundamental idea of these techniques is the

representation of light by a set of Jones vectors which are traced through the optical system

by rays, enabling a low computational effort. This rather low computational complexity

was also the reason why geometrical optics approaches were most suitable for practical laser

resonator design in the 70’s, 80’s and 90’s of the past century. A detailed discussion of these

design concepts is given in [28, 29]. The drawbacks of these techniques were the moderate

simulation accuracies, which were mainly limited by the constraints of Jones vectors to

polarization components in x and y direction as well as the neglection of diffraction effects.

These limitations were overcome by the continuous progress in computer technology, en-

abling the application of more demanding physical optics [30] approaches where the light

is represented by an electromagnetic field including the three electric as well as the three

magnetic field components. Techniques based on physical optics can be divided in rigorous

Maxwell solvers and approximative solutions of Maxwell’s equations. The former are based

on a direct discretization of the wave equation or Maxwell’s equations. As illustrated in

Table 2.1 these techniques, like Finite Element Methods (FEM) [31–33], Finite Difference

Time Domain (FDTD) [34–38] or Fourier Modal Method (FMM) [39–42], provide in prin-

ciple a high simulation accuracy. However these techniques are in practice limited in their

application to micro optical components, due to their high numerical effort. Table 2.1 also

shows approximative solutions of Maxwell’s equations, like those given by Feit et al. [43–47]

and Collins et al. [48–50]. They are typically restricted in the scope of their applications

to specific optical components and physical effects, due to their approximative character

and limited accuracy. One of the most flexible single-pass simulation technique is field

tracing [51, 52]. It combines geometrical optics techniques with approximative and rigor-

ous simulation approaches from physical optics. Due to the importance of field tracing for

the following chapters of this thesis, the fundamentals of field tracing will be reviewed in

section 2.2. A disadvantage of all these single-pass techniques is the fact that the actual
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transversal resonator mode, which is building up in the cavity, has to be known in advance

e.g. by an educated guess or measurement [53, 54]. Due to the restriction to a single-pass

propagation, the transversal mode structure of the resonator cannot be calculated.

However in several situations the exact calculation of the transversal resonator mode

is necessary, e.g. for the analysis of the beam quality, polarization state or power of the

laser beam emitted by the laser resonator. In these cases multiple-round trip techniques

are required. In literature five classes of multiple-round trip techniques are discussed:

rigorous Maxwell solvers, mode expansion methods, Gaussian mode theory, geometrical

optics based approaches and the Fox-Li algorithm. Besides the Fox-Li algorithm all of

these multiple-round trip techniques have their origin in a single pass analogue. To obtain

multiple-round trip techniques it is only necessary to add periodic boundary conditions

to the single pass techniques. Thus multiple-round trip approaches are not formulated as

classical input-output problems, but as eigenvalue problems.

As shown in Table 2.1 again the rigorous Maxwell solvers are the most accurate tech-

niques. In principle these techniques are based on the same strategies for the exact numer-

ical solution of Maxwell’s equations or the wave equation as in the case of the single-pass

Maxwell solvers. In comparison only periodic boundary conditions have to be chosen.

Further information about multi-pass Maxwell solvers and their concrete implementation

can be found in [55–60] and references therein. However also multiple-round trip Maxwell

solvers suffer from high numerical effort, which scales with the resonator volume. There-

fore these rigorous techniques have a very restricted practical computational volume of the

resonator cavities.

Other very accurate methods are based on the combination of the mode expansion

[61–67] of the electromagnetic field inside the laser cavity with coupled mode or pertuba-

tion theory. These techniques are numerically suitable as long as the cavity geometry or

intracavity components do not cause a strong coupling between the expanded modes. De-

pendening on the mode expansion applied, this is typically the case for radially symmetric

cavities where just planar intracavity components are used (e.g. thin-film stacks) or for

transversally periodic cavity structures (e.g. photonic-crystal structures). Consequently

these techniques might be very suitable for microscopic vertical-cavity surface-emitting

lasers (VCSEL). However for realistic macroscopic solid-state laser resonators with plenty

of different intracavity components these techniques suffer from a high numerical effort due

to the appearance of strong mode coupling.

The high numerical effort of Maxwell solvers and techniques based on mode expansion

is probably also the reason why in the past for the simulation of most of the macroscopic

solid-state laser resonators Gaussian mode based approaches [68–74] were used. These

methods are rather numerically efficient and easy to implement. However as summarized in

Table 2.1 these techniques are restricted in its applicability to special resonator setups with
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transversal modes having a fundamental or higher order Gaussian shape. These Gaussian

mode shapes can be just found in a limited number of real resonators setups [71, 75, 76].

For the calculation of the laser beam power the techniques based on Gaussian modes

are combined with a semi-classical separation approach [4, 77–80], meaning that the laser

beam power is separately calculated from the transversal mode structure by rate equations

and an integration of the photon density over the resonator volume. Advantage of this

separation approach is that it can be extended to the simulation of multi-mode lasers [81].

Nevertheless the separation results in approximations which are not fulfilled in all laser

resonators, e.g. the effects on the beam profile caused by nonlinear gain saturation as well

as diffraction losses caused by intracavity apertures are neglected.

Another numerically efficient multi-pass technique is given by Junghans et al. [82–85].

Here the light is modeled by a position dependent Jones vector, which is propagated around

the resonator by a Jones matrix, ending up with an eigenvalue problem to be solved. Due

to the system description by a Jones matrix, which only takes into account Fresnel losses

and the optical path length of the polarization components in x and y direction of the light,

this technique is a geometrical optics approach and thus does not include any diffraction

effects, which might have significant influence on the transversal mode of realistic laser

resonators.

If diffraction effects must be included in the multi-pass resonator analysis, the scalar Fox-

Li algorithm [7,8] is a suitable tool. However this scalar approach is limited to resonators

including paraxial optical components and modes only. More details about this technique

can be found in section 2.3.

In literature approaches can also be found where some of the above mentioned techniques

are combined for solving specific resonator setups. An example of this is the inclusion of

natural or stress-induced birefringence effects for which the Gaussian mode theory can be

extended by a Jones matrix [82] as shown e.g. in [86]. In this case the polarization state of

the beam and transversal mode structure are calculated separately and consequently still

fundamental or higher order Gaussian mode shapes must be assumed.
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Table 2.1 – Overview of common approaches available in literature for the analysis of cw
laser resonators. Dependent on their level of approximation, several restrictions on their
applicability to different resonator components, on their numerical effort, simulation accuracy,
their ability to calculate the transversal mode shape and on the resonator mode representation
occur. For comparison the combination of the fully vectorial Fox-Li algorithm with field
tracing, which is the major topic of this thesis, is given.

Simulation
approach

Light represen-
tation

Included res-
onator compo-
nent types

Numerical
effort

Simulation
Accuracy

Calculates
transver-
sal mode
shape

Single-pass
geometrical
optics [23–27]

Rays + local
Jones vectors

Only refractive
and reflective

Low Low No

Collins et al. [48–
50]

Paraxial, scalar
field

Paraxial lenses,
mirrors, Gaus-
sian ducts, no
apertures

Low Moderate No

Feit et al. [43–
47]

Electromag-
netic field

Paraxial ele-
ments

Moderate Moderate No

Single-pass
Maxwell
solver [31–42]

Electromag-
netic field

All Very high Very high No

Single-pass field
tracing [51, 52]

Electromag-
netic field

All Scalable
(from low
to very
high)

Scalable
(from low
to very
high)

No

Gaussian mode
theory [4, 68–74,
77–80]

Gaussian
beams (fun-
damental and
higher order)

Components
maintaining
the Gaussian
mode shape

Low Moderate Yes

Junghans et al.
[82–85]

Rays + local
Jones vectors

Only refractive
and reflective

Moderate Moderate Yes

Scalar Fox-Li al-
gorithm [7,8]

Paraxial, scalar
field

Paraxial ele-
ments

Moderate High Yes

Mode expansion
techniques [61–
67]

Electromag-
netic field
(decomposed
in modes)

All High High Yes

Multi-pass
Maxwell
solver [55–60]

Electromag-
netic field

All Very high Very high Yes

Fully vectorial
Fox-Li algorithm
+ field tracing

Electromag-
netic field

All Scalable
(from low
to very
high)

Scalable
(from low
to very
high)

Yes
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2.2 Field Tracing

In 2011 Wyrowski and Kuhn [51] introduced the concept of field tracing. In analogy to ray

tracing, where rays are propagated through the optical systems, in field tracing an electro-

magnetic description of light is used. In contrast to a ray description, this fully vectorial

approach has the advantage that additional important physical effects of more complex

light sources like partially-coherent light emitting diodes (LEDs) or ultrashort pulses can

be included in the simulation [87–96]. Besides this advanced capability in terms of light

source modeling, the electromagnetic light representation has the advantage that addi-

tional information like polarization, coherence, intensity and color is transferred through

the optical system. These (the electromagnetic field inherent) information can be evalu-

ated at any position or volume in the optical system, enabling the definition of a broad

variety of different merit functions. In contrast to ray tracing, the electromagnetic light

description requires several calculation schemes for the propagation of light through the

optical system. However these light propagation schemes have the advantage of including

additional waveoptical effects, like diffraction and the Gouy phase shift [97–99], as they

occur only if electromagnetic fields are propagated. Wyrowski [100] interprets the field

tracing concept not only as a single simulation algorithm to propagate electromagnetic

fields, but as a sum or combination of all simulation techniques which can be formulated

to propagate electromagnetic fields. Consequently it is a unification of optical modeling

on an electromagnetic field basis. Up to now the concept of field tracing was formulated

for nonresonant optical systems only [51, 52, 100]. Consequently so far the field tracing

approach can be used in the context of laser resonator analysis only as a single-pass tech-

nique. Before it is generalized to a multi-pass approach a review of the most important

features of single-pass field tracing is given in this section. This review will also be used to

introduce a suitable nomenclature for the following chapters.

Field tracing is based on an electromagnetic description of light which is defined by the

four macroscopic Maxwell’s equations in a source free medium1 [30]:

∇× Ĥ(r, t) =
∂D̂(r, t)

∂t
, (2.1)

∇× Ê(r, t) = −
∂B̂(r, t)

∂t
, (2.2)

∇ · D̂(r, t) = 0, (2.3)

1Please note that in field tracing it is possible and necessary to simulate light sources. However, as
shown later in this section, sources are included in field tracing by proper boundary conditions.
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Figure 2.1 – Decomposition of an optical system in subdomains: Formally an optical system
is subdivided into M subdomains Ωm, which are embedded into a linear, isotropic, homoge-
neous and dispersive medium. The boundaries between the subdomains and the embedding
medium are given by Γm [51].

∇ · B̂(r, t) = 0, (2.4)

with the three electric field components Ê(r, t) = (Êx(r, t), Êy(r, t), Êz(r, t))
T and the

three magnetic field components Ĥ(r, t) = (Ĥx(r, t), Ĥy(r, t), Ĥz(r, t))
T of the electro-

magnetic field. t is the time and r = (x, y, z)T is the three dimensional position vector

with the space coordinates x, y and z. The electric flux density D̂(r, t) and the magnetic

flux density B̂(r, t) are related to the respective electromagnetic field by [30]:

D̂(r, t) = ǫ0Ê(r, t) + P̂ (r, t) (2.5)

with the polarization density P̂ (r, t), the electric permittivity ǫ0 and by

B̂(r, t) = µ0Ĥ(r, t) (2.6)

with the magnetic permeability of vacuum µ0 and where non-magnetic materials have been

assumed. As illustrated in Fig. 2.1, formally an optical system given in Ω ⊂ R
3 can be

subdivided in M subdomains Ωm with m = 1...M . The boundaries of the subdomains Ωm

are denoted by Γm and can be chosen freely to some extent in shape and size [51]. The

subdomains embed all positions of the optical system where the medium response is not

isotropic, linear and homogeneous [51]. Formally this means that outside the subdomains

there is

P̂ (r, t) =

{

r /∈ Ωm : P̂ (t) = ǫ0

∫ ∞

−∞

χ(t− t′)Ê(t′)dt′
}

. (2.7)

Here ǫ0χ(t) describes the system response function of the dispersive, isotropic, linear

and homogeneous medium which embeds all subdomains. Typically the subdomains are

related to the components, which are positioned in the optical system. However this is not

necessary for the following discussions and dependent on the exact simulation task it might
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be even helpful to decompose a single component in several subdomains or embed several

components in a single subdomain. Consequently for specific optical setups it might be

also suitable to include dispersive, isotropic, linear and homogeneous regions of the system

in subdomains [51]. Plugging Eq. (2.7) and Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) into Maxwell’s equations

given by Eqs. (2.1) – (2.4), leads to [30]

∇×H(r, ω) = −iωǫ(ω)E(r, ω), (2.8)

∇×E(r, ω) = iωµ0H(r, ω), (2.9)

∇ ·E(r, ω) = 0, (2.10)

∇ ·H(r, ω) = 0, (2.11)

which describes the light propagation in the dispersive, isotropic, linear and homogeneous

medium defined by the permittivity ǫ(ω) and which embeds all subdomains. Here the

representation of light by a complex field V (r, ω) was used, which is defined by [30]:

V̂ (r, t) = Re

{∫ ∞

−∞

V (r, ω) exp (−iωt)dω

}

, (2.12)

and the simplified notation of the complex electromagnetic field vector [51]

V = (V1, V2, ..., Vℓ, ..., V6)
T = (Ex, Ey, Ez, Hx, Hy, Hz)

T. (2.13)

ω is the angular frequency. For cw lasers only harmonic or monochromatic fields - which

oscillate with the single angular frequency ω0 - are of concern
2. Consequently the Dirac-δ

function can be used to define a complex harmonic field amplitude V (r, ω0) by [101]:

V (r, w) = V (r, ω0)δ(ω − ω0), (2.14)

which is related to the real electric field by:

V̂ (r, t) = Re{V (r, ω0) exp (−iω0t)}. (2.15)

2Wyrowski et al. [89–91,96] showed that field tracing is not restricted to monochromatic light, but can
be extended to pulsed or polychromatic light sources. In these cases a set of harmonic fields are propagated
through the optical system.
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Figure 2.2 – Illustration of field tracing operator notation: the light propagation through
the subdomains is described by the component operator Cm. The light propagation inside
the linear, isotropic and homogeneous medium between the subdomains is described by the
propagation operator Pn,m [51].

Substituting Eq. (2.14) in Eqs. (2.8) – (2.11) yields the Helmholtz equation [30]:

∇2Vℓ(r) + k2Vℓ(r) = 0 for ℓ = 1, 2, ..., 6 (2.16)

with the wavenumber k = ω0n/c0, the vacuum speed of light c0 = 1/(ǫ0µ0)
1/2 and the

refractive index n. Vℓ represents as it was defined in Eq. (2.13) a single component of

the complex amplitude vector of the harmonic field. The variable ω0 was skipped for

better readability. Eq. (2.16) describes the light propagation of a harmonic field in the

surrounding isotropic, linear and homogeneous medium. Thus, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2,

in field tracing Eq. (2.16) has to be solved to propagate an electromagnetic field V out
m ,

which leaves the subdomain Ωm through the boundary Γout
m , to the boundary Γin

n of the

next subdomain Ωn. Formally this propagation can be formulated as [51]:

V in
n = Pn,mV

out
m (2.17)

for m 6= n with the field entering a subdomain

V in
m := V in(r ∈ Γin

m) (2.18)

through the boundary Γin
m and a field leaving the subdomain

V out
m := V out(r ∈ Γout

m ). (2.19)

through the boundary Γout
m . The operator Pn,m describes the light propagation of the six

electromagnetic field components in the embedding homogeneous medium. Thus Pn,m is

called propagation operator in the following and can be any exact or approximative solution

of Eq. (2.16).

Inside the subdomains Ωm the matter response is not restricted to be linear, isotropic

and homogeneous. Consequently for an electromagnetic field V in
m entering the subdomain

Ωm at the boundary Γin
m, in most cases it is not sufficient to solve the Helmholtz equation
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to calculate the field V out
m leaving this particular subdomain. Instead a particular approx-

imative or exact solution to the general Maxwell’s Equations given by Eqs. (2.1) – (2.4)

has to be found. Formally this solution can be written by the component operator Cm [51]

V out
m = CmV

in
m (2.20)

describing the light propagation of all six field components through the subdomain Ωm.

Fig. 2.2 illustrates this component operator. Using this operator notation enables the

formulation of a general scattering problem, where the output field on a certain boundary

depends on the output field of all other subdomains [51, 52]

V out
n = V Source

n +
M
∑

m=1,m 6=n

CnPn,mV
out
m . (2.21)

Here V Source
n is the contribution of an optional source field to the output field of subdomain

Ωn. Thus to model a light source in the system, V
Source
n must be non-zero for at least one

subdomain. Eq. (2.21) describes a set of equations with the unknowns V out
n for n =

1, 2, ...M . It can be written in a more compact matrix form [51,52]

(I − CP)V out = V Source (2.22)

where I is the diagonal matrix with identity operators I . In the following Eq. (2.22) will

be called general field tracing equation. Furthermore there is the diagonal matrix

C =















C1 0 . . . 0

0 C2
. . .

...
...

. . . . . . 0

0 . . . 0 CM















, (2.23)

the matrix

P =















0 P1,2 . . . P1,M

P2,1 0
. . .

...
...

. . . . . . PM−1,M

PM,1 . . . PM,M−1 0















, (2.24)

the vector

V out =
(

V out
1 ,V out

2 , ...,V out
M

)T
(2.25)

and the vector

V Source =
(

V Source
1 ,V Source

2 , ...,V Source
M

)T
. (2.26)
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Figure 2.3 – Sequential field tracing: the electromagnetic field V Source
1 emitted by one light

source and defined on the boundary Γ1 is sequentially traced through the optical system
consisting of the subdomains Ωm. The resulting field V5 on the final boundary Γ5 is of major
concern [51].

In the case that

||CP || < 1, (2.27)

meaning that there is absorption of light within the optical system, the general field tracing

equation given by Eq. (2.22) can be expressed by a Neumann series [51, 52, 102]:

V out =
∞
∑

p=0

(CP)pV Source. (2.28)

If only one light source is present in the optical system there is V Source
n 6= 0 for n = 1, only.

The restriction to a sequential field tracing approach - meaning that the light entering

the subdomain Ωm only depends on the light leaving the subdomain Ωm−1 - simplifies

Eq. (2.28) to [51]

V out
n =

(

n
∏

m=2

CmPm,m−1

)

V Source
1 (2.29)

which is the principal field tracing equation for the sequential simulation of nonresonant

optical systems. It is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. In the following an optical system is said to be

nonresonant if the condition given by Eq. (2.27) is fulfilled, meaning that the light energy

emitted by the source is totally absorbed in the subdomains, the embedding medium and

at the boundaries of the system at infinity.

Please note that in the embedding medium it is not necessary to propagate all six field

components Vℓ separately, because only two of them can be chosen independently and the

rest of them follow directly from the four Maxwell’s equations given by Eqs. (2.8) – (2.11).

Thus to decrease the computational effort, in the following only the V1 and V2 field compo-

nents are propagated in the embedding medium. An important exact or rigorous propaga-

tion operator which describes the light propagation between two parallel plane interfaces
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Γout
m and Γin

n separated by the distance z is the angular spectrum of plane waves (SPW)

operator [103], which has the operator matrix form:

P
SPW
n,m =

(

PSPW 0

0 PSPW

)

(2.30)

and is given by

Vℓ(ρρρ, z) = P
SPWVℓ(ρρρ, 0) = F

−1 {F [Vℓ(ρρρ, 0)] exp [ikzz]} , (2.31)

for ℓ = 1, 2, with kz = (k2 − k2
x − k2

y)
1/2 as well as with the Fourier transformation

F [Vℓ(ρρρ)] =
1

2π

∫∫ +∞

−∞

Vℓ(ρ) exp(−iκ · ρ)dxdy (2.32)

and the inverse Fourier transformation F−1 with the conjugate variables ρ = (x, y)T and

κ = (kx, ky)
T. The remaining four field components are calculated on demand by [51]:

V3(ρρρ) = −F
−1

[

1

kz
(kxFV1(ρρρ) + kyFV2(ρρρ))

]

, (2.33)

V4(ρρρ) = −

√

ǫ0
µ0

1

k0
F
−1

[

1

kz

(

kxkyFV1(ρρρ) + (k2
y + k2

z)FV2(ρρρ)
)

]

, (2.34)

V5(ρρρ) = −

√

ǫ0
µ0

1

k0
F
−1

[

1

kz

(

(k2
x + k2

z)FV1(ρρρ) + kxkyFV2(ρρρ)
)

]

, (2.35)

V6(ρρρ) =

√

ǫ0
µ0

1

k0
F
−1 [(kxFV2(ρρρ)− kyFV1(ρρρ))] , (2.36)

with the wavenumber in vacuum k0. This calculation of the remaining field components

might be necessary, e.g. for the light propagation Cm through a subdomain Ωm with

anisotropic or nonlinear matter response. Three operators which require more than two

field components are given in chapter 4. A series of other important Cm and Pn,m operators

are given in the following chapters.

So far it has been shown how the principal field tracing equation for sequential simulation

of nonresonant optical systems given by Eq. (2.29) can be derived. In principle it is

also possible to define, on the basis of a Neumann series, a nonsequential technique for

nonresonant optical systems [52]. Nevertheless up to now the condition given by Eq. (2.27)

must always be satisfied, which is only the case for optical systems where absorption

processes inside the subdomains, in the embedding medium or at the system boundaries

(infinity) damp the light. However for a steady-state operation of a laser resonator, all

resonator losses have to be balanced by the active medium, meaning that the resonance
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condition ||CP || = 1 must hold. This condition — which is also called lasing threshold

[5,71] — violates the necessary condition for the formulation of the Neumann series given

in Eq. (2.28). Thus so far the concept of field tracing is limited to nonresonant optical

systems. This limitation to nonresonant optical systems is the reason why up to now

field tracing can be only applied as a single-pass technique for laser resonator analysis.

In chapter 3 the general field tracing equation given by Eq. (2.22) will be reformulated

for the simulation of resonant optical systems, ending up with a the multi-pass simulation

approach. It turns out that this reformulation is a fully vectorial generalization of the

scalar Fox-Li algorithm.

2.3 Scalar Fox-Li Algorithm

In the 1960’s Fox and Li [7, 8] showed that inside a laser resonator one or more possible

scalar field distributions exist which reproduce themselves after propagating a single time

through the complete cavity. Thus as shown in Fig. 2.4 a scalar field ULeft(x′, y′, z0) defined

in a transversal plane at the axial position z0 in front of the outcoupling resonator mirror

M1 can be propagated to the mirror M2 at the other end of the resonator by

URight,+(x, y, z1) =

∫∫

K+(x, y, x′, y′)ULeft,+(x′, y′, z0)dx
′dy′ (2.37)

where U(x, y, z0) is the complex amplitude of the harmonic scalar field Û(x, y, z0, t), defined

by [101]

Û(x, y, z0, t) = Re{U(x, y, z0) exp (−iω0t)}, (2.38)

which oscillates with angular frequency ω0 in time t. In Eq. (2.37) the “+” superscript

above the field U indicates that the field points in the positive z-direction. The integral

kernel K+(x, y, x′, y′) describes the propagation of the complex amplitude of the scalar field

in forward direction through the entire resonator, which might include several intracavity

components embedded in a homogeneous medium. Furthermore the light propagating in

backward direction from M2 to M1 can be calculated by

ULeft,−(x, y, z0) =

∫∫

K−(x, y, x′, y′)URight,−(x′, y′, z1)dx
′dy′ (2.39)

using the integral kernel K−(x, y, x′, y′), which describes the propagation of the complex

amplitude of the scalar field in backward direction and the superscript “−” above the

field U , indicating its propagation in the −z-direction. At the mirrors, the forward and

backward propagating fields are connected by:

ULeft/Right,+ = rM1/M2ULeft/Right,− (2.40)
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Figure 2.4 – Round trip operator concept for scalar Fox-Li algorithm: A scalar, paraxial field
ULeft(x′, y′, z0) given in front of the mirrorM1 can be propagated through the resonator, which
contains thin optical elements (e.g. a thin aperture), by the integral kernel K+(x, y, x′, y′),
ending up with the field URight(x, y, z1) in front of the mirrorM2. The inverse propagation can
be described by the integral kernelK−(x, y, x′, y′). The combination of forward and backward
propagation leads to the round trip propagation kernelKRound(x, y, x′, y′), describing the light
propagation starting and ending in front of mirror M1.

where rM1/M2 describes the reflection either at mirror M1 or at mirror M2. Substituting

Eqs. (2.37) and (2.40) in Eq. (2.39) leads to [7, 8]

ULeft,+(x, y, z0) =

∫∫

KRound(x, y, x′, y′)ULeft,+(x′, y′, z0)dx
′dy′ (2.41)

where the integral kernel KRound describes — as shown in Fig. 2.4 — the propagation of the

complex amplitude of the scalar field along the entire laser resonator round trip. Thus it

does not only contain the forward and backward propagation kernels K+ and K− but also

the reflection rM1/M2 at the resonator mirrors M1 and M2. Scalar field distributions which

fulfill Eq. (2.41) exactly reproduce themselves after propagating a single time through the

complete cavity. Strictly speaking this can only be the case if the resonator is loss-less or

if — more realistically — it contains an active medium which compensates the resonator

losses. Furthermore the angular frequency ω0 of the harmonic field must exactly match

an axial resonator mode. Nevertheless if lossy laser resonators should be simulated in

a first approximation without considering the active medium or axial modes, only the

transversal shape, but neither the field power nor the absolute phase, should reproduce

itself after one round trip. According to Fox and Li [7, 8] this kind of field distributions

are called transversal eigenmodes of the laser resonator and can be calculated by solving

the eigenvalue problem

γU(x, y, z) =

∫∫

KRound(x, y, x′, y′)U(x′, y′, z)dx′dy′. (2.42)
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Please note that Eq. (2.42) is a slightly modified version of Eq. (2.41). The first difference

is that the term ULeft,+(x, y, z0) is replaced by U(x, y, z), to emphasize that the eigenmode

must reproduce itself not only at the resonator mirrors but at an arbitrary plane in both

propagation directions. Of course this is also true for Eq. (2.41). The second difference

is the appearance of the complex eigenvalue γ, which is connected to the laser resonator

round trip losses by [7, 8]:

Resonator Round Trip Losses = 1− |γ|2. (2.43)

For cw laser resonator simulations including an active medium which balances the laser

resonator losses, the round trip losses are simply 0 and thus γ = 1 3 so that Eq. (2.42)

ends up with the form of Eq. (2.41).

Depending on the shape of the resonator mirrors and the applied intracavity components,

the propagation kernel KRound(x, y, x′, y′) has to be formulated. As derived in appendix

A in principle KRound(x, y, x′, y′) is limited to solutions of the scalar, inhomogeneous wave

equation

∇2U(r, ω0) +
ω2
0

c20
ǫr(r, ω0)U(r, ω0) = 0 (2.44)

due to the restriction of Eq. (2.42) to scalar fields. Thus as shown in appendix A only

paraxial transversal modes of resonators consisting of linear, isotropic and thin elements

can be calculated by the scalar Fox-Li algorithm. In their initial work Fox and Li [7] used

Kirchhoff’s diffraction formula

K(x, y, x′, y′) =
i

λr
exp(ikr)(1 + cosφ) (2.45)

as a special solution of Eq. (2.44) to calculate the field propagation through a strip res-

onator. A drawback of the solution given by Eq. (2.45) is its high computational effort and

its limitation to strip resonators only. To emphasize that any simulation technique which

solves the approximated Eq. (2.44) can be used to describe the resonator round trip, the

eigenvalue problem of Eq. (2.42) is reformulated in an operator notation [104]

γU(x, y, z) = RU(x, y, z) (2.46)

where R is the scalar round trip propagation operator. In the following, Eq. (2.46) is

referred to as the scalar Fox-Li algorithm. Nevertheless also Eq. (2.46) is restricted to

paraxial fields and resonators consisting of isotropic, linear and thin elements, due to the

restriction of Eq. (2.44). Furthermore please note that Eq. (2.46) is restricted to laser

3Please note that strictly speaking the balancing of the resonator losses by the active medium only
leads to |γ| = 1. Thus there might be an additional phase shift arg(γ) left, which is introduced at each
round trip. This additional phase shift only appears if the angular frequency ω0 of the harmonic field does
not exactly match an axial resonator mode.
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resonators oscillating in single-transversal-mode operation due to the neglection of mode

competition within the active medium [105]. In principle this mode competition can be

included in the scalar simulation by an extension of Eq. (2.46). Further details about this

extension can be found in [106,107].

2.4 Description of Light Amplification by Rate Equa-

tions

In the previous sections the propagation of electromagnetic fields by Maxwell’s equations

was discussed. However for a realistic simulation of lasers, the process of light amplification

must be considered, too. Therefore a semi-classical approach is used, meaning that the

rate equations [4, 71] are applied to describe the energy kinetics of the laser, whereas

the light propagation inside the laser cavity is still governed by the classical Maxwell’s

equations. In the following, stationary solutions of the rate equations for three- and four-

level laser systems are given. This time invariance is assumed to be valid for cw-laser

emission. Furthermore the connection between a plane wave — which is a special solution of

Maxwell’s equations — and the rate equations by means of Lambert-Beer’s law is reviewed.

In section 4.2 it will be shown that this connection is also the basis for the description of

light amplification of harmonic non-plane wave fields in active media.

In the classical model of laser kinetics there are four different processes for energy

transitions between different possible atom energy levels Ei [71]. Normally each of these

processes has an influence on the temporal evolution of the energy level population. Fig. 2.5

shows the four processes and their contribution to the energy level population on a simple

two level system with population densities N1 and N2 of the corresponding energy levels E1

and E2 [4]. Here in principle there are non-radiative and radiative transitions. Furthermore

the radiative transitions can be classified into stimulated and spontaneous (or statistical)

processes. Stimulated radiative transition processes depend on the cross-section σij and

the photon flux [4]

Fij =
Iij
hνij

(2.47)

with Planck’s constant h and the light intensity Iij with the light frequency νij. Sponta-

neous radiative as well as non-radiative processes normally are modeled by (statistically

weighted) transition rates γij with Ei being the initial and Ej being the target energy level

of the energy transition. In a real laser material energy transitions are taking place between

more than two energy levels [71]. Normally three- or four-level systems are considered in

literature [4, 71]. Fig. 2.6 shows all relevant transitions in a four-level pumping scheme.

Please note that here all radiative and non-radiative spontaneous energy transitions, which
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Figure 2.5 – Different energy transitions in laser materials and their contribution to the
rate equations [4].

Figure 2.6 – Relevant transitions of 4-level laser system: solid lines show energy transition
due to stimulated emission, the dashed lines show photon absorption or non-optical pumping,
and the dotted lines show non-radiative relaxation processes [108].

are given by the decay rates γij,sp and γij,nr, are pooled by the averaged lifetime [71]

τij =
1

γij,nr + γij,sp
(2.48)

and represented by dotted lines in Fig. 2.6. Stimulated radiative transitions are charac-

terized by the transition probability Wij, which for the optical stimulation is given by [71]

Wij = fiσijFij (2.49)

with the material-specific cross-section σij, the fractional population fi and the photon flux

Fij defined according to Eq. (2.47). Furthermore it is assumed that the energy levels are

separated enough to avoid non-radiative energy transfer from a lower to an upper energy
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level [71]. In real active media there are further spontaneous radiative and non-radiative

transitions from the four shown energy levels to other energy states [71]. However normally

all of these transitions end up in the ground state E0 and are of no relevance for further

discussion besides replacing the averaged lifetimes for transitions to the ground state τi0

by an effective averaged lifetime τ ′i0, which can be determined by fluorescence lifetime

measurements [71, 109,110].

For the four-level laser diagram in Fig. 2.6 the rate equations, which describe the change

in state population, can be written as [4, 108]:

dN3

dt
= −

N3

τ ′30
−

N3

τ31
−

N3

τ32
+W03N0 −W30N3 , (2.50)

dN2

dt
=

N3

τ32
−

N2

τ ′20
−

N2

τ21
+W12N1 −W21N2 , (2.51)

dN1

dt
=

N3

τ31
+

N2

τ21
−

N1

τ ′10
−W12N1 +W21N2 , (2.52)

dN0

dt
=

N3

τ ′30
+

N2

τ ′20
+

N1

τ ′10
−W03N0 +W30N3 . (2.53)

Furthermore a fifth equation is obtained, if the invariance of density of doped ions N is

assumed:

N = N0 +N1 +N2 +N3 . (2.54)

In the following the definition of the pump quantum efficiency [5]

1

ηp
= 1 +

τ32
τ31

+
τ32
τ ′30

, (2.55)

is used with the emission lifetime [108]

1

τem
=

1

τ21
+

1

τ ′20
, (2.56)

the saturation intensity for absorption [108]

Ips =
hνp

f0σ03τem
, (2.57)

and the saturation intensity for emission [108]

ILs =
hνL

f2σ21τem
, (2.58)
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where optical pumping and emission is given according to Eq. (2.49) and the definitions of

the pump light frequency νp = ν03 and the laser light frequency νL = ν21.

According to Sato and Taira [108], the steady state condition

dN3

dt
=
dN2

dt
=
dN1

dt
=
dN0

dt
= 0 , (2.59)

can be used to obtain the stationary solution of Eqs. (2.50) – (2.54) in the form

N3 ≈ 0 , (2.60)

N2 ≈
ηp

Ip
Ips

1 + IL
ILs
+ ηp

Ip
Ips

N , (2.61)

N1 ≈ 0 , (2.62)

N0 ≈
1 + IL

ILs

1 + IL
ILs
+ ηp

Ip
Ips

N , (2.63)

where the assumptions
τ ′10
τem

≈ 0 , (2.64)

τ3i
τ2i
≈ 0 , (2.65)

and

ηp < 1 , (2.66)

have been used, which are realistic for useful laser materials [108]. Furthermore there is

f0 = f1 = f2 = f3 = 1 , (2.67)

due to non-degenerated energy-levels in Fig. 2.6.

The field amplification inside a uniformly pumped, solid-state laser medium for monochro-

matic plane wave illumination is described by Lambert-Beer’s law [71]

dI

dz
= gI (2.68)

with the gain coefficient g and the light intensity defined by the time-averaged Poynting

vector 〈S〉, which is given for plane waves by [111]

I ≡ |〈S〉| = n
ǫ0
2
c
(

|V1,plane|
2 + |V2,plane|

2
)

. (2.69)
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Here again c is the vacuum speed of light, n is the real part of the refractive index, V1,plane

and V2,plane are the complex amplitudes of the Ex and Ey polarization components of the

plane wave and ǫ0 is the vacuum permittivity. The plane wave propagation inside the

homogeneous solid-state laser medium must be a solution of Eq. (2.68) as well as solution

of the Helmholtz equation given by Eq. (2.16). Thus the propagation of a plane wave along

the optical axis, which points in the +z-direction, can be described by

Vℓ,plane(z) = Vℓ,plane(0) exp (ik0nz + 0.5gz), (2.70)

if n is replaced by ñ = n − i0.5g/k0 in Eq. (2.16). Thus the refractive index of an active

medium can be described by a complex value, where its negative imaginary part represents

half of the gain coefficient g divided by the vacuum wavenumber k0
4. According to [4, 71,

108] the gain coefficient is connected to the rate equations by

g = faσabNa − fbσbaNb (2.71)

with a being the index of the upper laser level and b being the index of the lower laser

level. Furthermore there is σji = σij [4,71]. According to Fig. 2.6 and Eqs. (2.60) – (2.63)

the gain coefficient for a 4-level pumping scheme can be written in absence of degeneration

(f2 = f1 = 1) as

g =
ηp

Ip
Ips

1 + IL
ILs
+ ηp

Ip
Ips

σ12N . (2.72)

In the same way the absorption coefficient α for the pumping process of the non-degenerated

4-level laser medium between the ground state and the pumping level can be calculated

by [108]

α = fcσcdNc − fdσdcNd =
1 + IL

ILs

1 + IL
ILs
+ ηp

Ip
Ips

σ03N . (2.73)

where c is the index of the lower pump level and d is the index of the upper pump level.

From Eqs. (2.72) and (2.73) it can be seen that the pumping and gain processes are coupled

with each other, meaning that the absorption process α of the pump beam Ip depends on

the laser intensity IL and the amplification process g of the laser light IL depends on the

4Please note that with the same ad-hoc argumentation also absorption coefficients α and the entire
concept of complex refractive indices are introduced in literature. Also in the formulation given above
it is possible to add an additional absorption coefficient ending up with the complex refractive index
ñ = n + i0.5(α − g)/k0. However as shown in this work, the stimulated reabsorption processes from the
lower to the upper laser level is directly incorporated into the gain coefficient g, representing the stationary
solution of the rate equations. Furthermore as shown in [71] it is possible to include the additional phase
shift which is introduced by the atomic transition into n. However in the following this phase shift is
neglected, because it is very small for most cw solid-state lasers. For solid-state lasers typically it is only
relevant if the exact axial mode frequency of the laser resonator should be determined, which is not the
scope of this thesis.
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pump beam Ip. This coupling is caused by the population depletion of the ground level for

larger pump intensities. For pump intensities much smaller than the saturation intensity

for absorption Ips , it is assumed that

1 +
IL
ILs

>> ηp
Ip
Ips

, (2.74)

which leads approximately to a constant pump absorption

α ≈ σ03N , (2.75)

and the well known gain staturation formula

g ≈
ηp

Ip
Ips

1 + IL
ILs

σ12N , (2.76)

which can be found in plenty of standard textbooks [4, 71]. In appendix B similar ex-

pressions for gain and pump absorption coefficients of other important energy diagrams

are given for completeness, using the same stationary solution of the corresponding rate

equation system.

In this section the connection between an infinitely extended plane wave and the rate

equations was shown. It serves as a basis for the discussions in section 4.2, where a vectorial

beam propagation method (vBPM) is derived to propagate non-plane wave fields through

laser crystals.



Chapter 3

Generalization of the Fox-Li

Algorithm to a Fully Vectorial

Formulation

Up to now it was shown that the general field tracing equation given by Eq. (2.22) can be

simplified for the simulation of nonresonant optical systems — which fulfill the condition

||CP || < 1 — by the application of a Neumann series. However for laser resonators,

where the resonator losses are balanced by light amplification within the active medium,

there is ||CP || = 1 and no solution of Eq. (2.22) is known so far. Therefore in this chapter

Eq. (2.22) is solved to calculate the fully vectorial transversal resonator mode of single laser

cavities oscillating in single-transversal-mode operation. Thus in section 3.1 the general

field tracing equation is simplified to a set of two nonlinear operator equations representing

an eigenvalue problem. It turns out that this eigenvalue problem can be understood as

the generalization of the scalar Fox-Li algorithm to a fully vectorial approach. After that

different component and free space propagation operators which might be important for

different laser resonator setups are given in section 3.2. At the end of this chapter two

different eigenvalue solvers are discussed in sections 3.3 and 3.4 for the practical numerical

solution of the eigenvalue problem.

3.1 Formulation of the General Eigenvalue Problem

In a nonresonant optical system all light which is emitted by one or more light sources will

be either absorbed within the subdomains of the optical system or at the system boundaries

at infinity. Thus for a cw operation of a nonresonant optical system, all the light which

either is absorbed or leaves the system must be provided by the light sources. In contrast

27
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Figure 3.1 – Decomposition of an arbitrary sequential laser resonator in M = 5 subdomains
Ωn, which are embedded in a homogeneous medium. To form a stable transversal resonator
mode, the electromagnetic field V in

1 given on the boundary Γin
1 must reproduce itself after a

complete round trip.

in a cw laser resonator there is no external light source 1, but always light inside the cavity.

Here the absorption losses and the light which is leaving the cavity is counterbalanced by

the light amplification within the active medium. It was already shown in section 2.4 that

the amplification of light in form of a plane wave can be described by Maxwell’s equations,

whereas the gain, which was described by the rate equations, was included by a complex

refractive index. In section 4.2 it will be shown that this concept is also valid for non-plane

wave light. Thus the light propagation inside the laser resonator is governed by the general

field tracing equation given by Eq. (2.22), where the external source term on the right hand

side is zero. Consequently Eq. (2.22) can be reformulated to:

IV out = CPV out. (3.1)

If nonsequential reflections between intracavity laser components can be neglected, the

indices n of the subdomains Ωn inside the resonator can be ordered in the sequence as

the light passes them. Furthermore to ensure that a stable transversal mode is formed in

the cavity, the field V out
M which is obtained after the last subdomain on the boundary Γout

M

must reproduce the initial field V in
1 at the boundary Γin

1 by propagating in the embedding

medium from Γout
M to Γin

1 . Consequently the light inside the resonator has to travel through

the subdomains and the embedding medium along a closed loop. This closed loop is called

resonator round trip in the following. Fig. 3.1 illustrates the subdomains and the corre-

sponding resonator round trip inside the laser cavity. Due to the above given conditions

1Please note that a cw lasing process is typically started from spontaneous emission taking place in the
active medium. Thus in the moment when the laser is started, there is an external light source. However
after the mode evolution has reached the steady state the radiation generated by spontaneous emission
will be neglected.
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of sequential light propagation and closed resonator round trip, the propagation operator

matrix is given by:

P =



















0 0 . . . 0 P1,M

P2,1 0 0
. . . 0

0 P3,2 0
. . .

...
...

. . . . . . . . . 0

0 . . . 0 PM,M−1 0



















, (3.2)

and the component operator matrix by Eq. (2.23). Plugging Eqs. (3.2) and (2.23) into

Eq. (3.1) leads after matrix multiplication to a sef of M equations given by:

V out
n = CnPn,n−1V

out
n−1 for 2 ≤ n ≤M (3.3)

and

V out
1 = C1P1,MV out

M . (3.4)

The solution of V out
1 for the set of equations given by Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) is:

V out
1 =

M+1
∏

n=2

(CnPn,n−1)V
out
1 (3.5)

with CM+1 = C1 and PM+1,M = P1,M . An expression similar to Eq. (3.5) can be obtained

for V out
2 ,V out

3 , ...,V out
M from Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) as well as also for V in

1 ,V in
2 , ...,V in

M due to

the relation given by Eq. (2.20). Furthermore it is always possible to introduce additional

subdomains (and by this additional boundaries Γn) in the embedding medium so that

consequently Eq. (3.5) can be reformulated to

V = RV (3.6)

to emphasize that the resonator eigenmode can be calculated on an arbitrary surface in

the embedding medium. In Eq. (3.6) there is the round trip operator

R =
∏

n

(CnPn,n−1) (3.7)

which describes the light propagation in a closed loop, which starts and ends on the surface

where the dominant transversal resonator eigenmode V should be calculated. Please note

that the vector V = (V1, V2, ..., V6)
T = (Ex, Ey, Ez, Hx, Hy, Hz)

T in Eq. (3.6) contains the

three electric (Ex, Ey, Ez) and the three magnetic (Hx, Hy, Hz) field components. Thus

the bold symbols represent the fully vectorial nature of Eq. (3.6). In the case that the

resonator mode should be calculated on a plane in a homogeneous, isotropic and linear

medium, only the two transversal electric field components Vℓ with ℓ = 1, 2 have to be
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calculated by Eq. (3.6). The remaining components can be calculated on demand directly

by Eqs. (2.33) – (2.36). In this case Eq. (3.6) simplifies to

(

V1

V2

)

= R

(

V1

V2

)

=

(

R11 R12

R21 R22

)(

V1

V2

)

. (3.8)

Eq. (3.8) describes the mathematical problem which must be solved to calculate the dom-

inant mode of a sequential cw laser resonator containing an active medium. Physically

Eq. (3.8) can be interpreted by the following question: What kind of field distribution

given on a plane reproduces itself after applying a round-trip propagation operator, de-

scribed by Eq. (3.7)? Fields which fulfill this requirement are called resonator eigenmodes.

However please note that strictly speaking, Eq. (3.8) can only be fulfilled, if the angular

frequency ω0 of the harmonic field amplitude V is chosen to be identical to an axial res-

onator mode. Otherwise there will be phase shifts φ1 and φ2 for both field components V1

and V2 after each round trip. However in the practical design and simulation of cw lasers,

a small change of the resonator setup would already change the axial modes of the cavity.

For example a small change of a mirror curvature would change the transversal shape of

Vℓ, which will result in a change of the Gouy phase shift and consequently in an axial

mode shift. Thus it would be unpractical to determine always in a first step the exact axial

modes of the resonators, to make the correct choice for ω0. Instead it is more convenient

to introduce this possible phase shifts in the problem formulation of Eq. (3.8). Therefore

Eq. (3.8) can be modified to

(

exp(iφ1)V1

exp(iφ2)V2

)

= R

(

V1

V2

)

=

(

R11 R12

R21 R22

)(

V1

V2

)

. (3.9)

In some situations it might be useful to start the analysis of complex laser resonators not

directly with the loaded laser resonator containing the active medium, but to investigate

as a first step a simplified version of the resonator which neglects the active medium. This

simulation of the unloaded laser resonator should provide a first insight into the effects

influencing the transversal mode shape. In the absence of the active medium, Eq. (3.9)

cannot be fulfilled if resonator round trip losses are present. Typical round trip losses are

caused e.g. by the transmission of laser light through the resonator mirrors, diffraction

losses at intracavity apertures and absorption in intracavity optical components. Thus

after each round trip the transversal shape of the mode components is reproduced, but

their power is damped by:

field component round trip loss := 1− |γℓ|
2. (3.10)
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Using the above given definition of the field component round trip loss enables the refor-

mulation of Eq. (3.9) to

(

γ1V1

γ2V2

)

= R

(

V1

V2

)

=

(

R11 R12

R21 R22

)(

V1

V2

)

(3.11)

where the field component round trip losses and the phase shifts were pooled in the complex

values γℓ = |γℓ| exp(iφℓ). Eq. (3.11) can be rewritten formally to

(

γ1 0

0 γ2

)(

V1

V2

)

= R

(

V1

V2

)

=

(

R11 R12

R21 R22

)(

V1

V2

)

. (3.12)

Please note again that in general γℓ is a complex value. It can be interpreted in the following

way: Its phase φℓ = arg [γℓ] represents the phase shift introduced on Vℓ by a single round

trip. So in addition to the calculation of the dominant transversal resonator mode, the

solution of Eq. (3.12) can be used to check if the angular frequency ω0 of the vectorial

harmonic field V̂ (r, t) is an axial resonator mode. It will be an axial mode if there is a 2π

modulo phase shift, so that exp(iφℓ) = 1. The amplitude |γℓ| can be interpreted according

to Eq. (3.10) as a damping of the field components Vℓ per resonator round trip. Please note

that Eq. (3.12) also includes the cases when an active medium is included in the resonator

round trip operator to counterbalance the resonator round trip losses. In these cases there

is always |γ1| = |γ2| = 1. Thus if there is no phase shift and if an active medium is present

there will be γ1 = γ2 = 1 and Eq. (3.12) simplifies to the initial Eq. (3.8).

A comparison of the scalar Fox-Li algorithm given by Eq. (2.46) with Eq. (3.12) shows

that the latter can be interpreted as a fully vectorial generalization of the Fox-Li algorithm.

Up to now in Eq. (3.7) no specific component and free-space propagation operators and

consequently no specific resonator round trip operator R in Eq. (3.12) were chosen. How-

ever any rigorous or approximative modeling technique which can be formulated to operate

for electromagnetic fields can be used to simulate light propagation through the resonator

subdomains or the embedding medium. Due to the vectorial treatment of the resonator

mode, the application of R in Eq. (3.12) is not restricted to paraxial transversal modes

and thin intracavity components as is the case for the scalar approximation in Eq. (2.46).

Fig. 3.2 exemplarily illustrates the round trip operator formulated by a sequence of different

components and free-space propagation operators for a resonator consisting of two cavity

end mirrors, one lens, a component with inhomogeneous refractive index distribution, an

intracavity aperture and a binary diffractive optical element (DOE). Different modeling

techniques for important optical components in resonators are given in the next section,

in chapter 4 as well as in previous publications about field tracing for nonresonant optical

systems [51, 52]. Also there are plenty of different free-space propagation operators avail-
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Figure 3.2 – Example for single round trip of a resonator including several optical elements:
round trip operator consists of DOE operator in forward (C1) and backward (C9) direction,
operators for inhomogeneous refractive index distributions (C2 and C8), intracavity aperture
operators (C3 and C7), lens component operators in forward (C4) and backward direction
(C6), component operators due to light reflection at cavity mirrors (C5 and C10) as well as
free-space propagation operators between the optical components (P1,0 to P0,10).

able in literature. An overview of different free-space operators can be found in the next

section and in [51,112,113].

It will be shown in the following section that the choice of component operators with

different approximation levels will have a significant influence on the structure of the round

trip operator R. Furthermore the structure of the round trip operator will influence the

solution of Eq. (3.12). It strongly depends on whether there is a diagonal or non-diagonal

structure of the round trip operator R. It will be shown that the problem formulated

by Eq. (3.12) will transform to a single eigenvalue problem with coupled field components

V1 and V2 and with γ1 = γ2 for non-diagonal round trip operators, or will decouple into

two separate eigenvalue problems with V1 and V2 being independent from each other for

diagonal round trip operators. Due to this transformation or decoupling of Eq. (3.12),

the solutions V1 and V2 of Eq. (3.12) can still be called field components of the resonator

eigenmode, even if the mathematical formulation of Eq. (3.12) is not an eigenvalue problem

in the strict mathematical sense.

3.2 Round Trip Operator for Vectorial Resonator Mod-

eling

In the previous section a fully vectorial generalization of the scalar Fox-Li algorithm was

formulated by Eq. (3.12). Therefore a round trip operatorR was introduced which consists,

based on the idea of field tracing and according to Eq. (3.7), of a sequence of component
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operators Cn and free-space propagation operators Pn,n−1. In the following several impor-

tant component and free-space propagation operators are given and their influence on the

structure of the round trip operator is discussed. It will be shown that this structure has a

significant impact on the solution of the eigenvalue problem given by Eq. (3.12). In prin-

ciple there are two different round trip operator structures: Diagonal round trip operators

R
D =

(

R11 0

0 R22

)

(3.13)

and non-diagonal round trip operators

R
ND =

(

R11 R12

R21 R22

)

. (3.14)

Diagonal Round Trip Operator

If Eq. (3.13) is plugged into Eq. (3.12), it can be directly seen that for diagonal round trip

operators the problem of Eq. (3.12) decouples into two separate eigenvalue problems

γ1V1 = R11V1 (3.15)

and

γ2V2 = R22V2. (3.16)

In this case the decoupled eigenvalue problems can be solved independently, which might

result in different eigenvalues γ1 6= γ2 for the different polarization components. This

difference can be caused by |γ1| 6= |γ2| and/or by φ1 6= φ2. In the case of different absolute

values of the eigenvalues |γ1| 6= |γ2|, only the eigenmode component with the lowest round

trip loss (see definition by Eq. (3.10)) will remain in the resonator, ending up with linearly

polarized light. If the difference between γ1 and γ2 is only caused by φ1 6= φ2, the transversal

eigenmode components Vℓ have different axial modes. Diagonal round trip operators are

obtained if all component operators Cn and free-space propagation operators Pn,n−1 have

a diagonal form2:

Cn =

(

C11 0

0 C22

)

(3.17)

and

Pn,n−1 =

(

P11 0

0 P22

)

. (3.18)

2Please note that theoretically it might be also possible to obtain a diagonal round trip operator by
non-diagonal component or free-space propagation operators, if their off-diagonal components cancel each
other. However this might only be the case for a few realistic resonator setups. Nevertheless it is also
possible to simulate such situations and the resulting diagonal round trip operator will result in the same
decoupled structure given by Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16).
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Thus polarization cross-talk effects which are described by the off-diagonal terms C12, C21,

P12 and P21 must be neglected in the entire resonator simulation to obtain a diagonal round

trip operator. In the following important diagonal component and free-space propagation

operators are given.

Diagonal Jones matrix component operators

As already mentioned, it is not possible to include polarization cross-talk effects into a

diagonal round trip operator formulation. Nevertheless simple vectorial effects like dif-

ferent losses and phase shifts per field component can be included in diagonal round trip

operators by diagonal component operators. An important example for a diagonal com-

ponent operator is the diagonal Jones matrix. For the simulation of intracavity Brewster

plates it can be used to introduce different transmission coefficients for the different field

components according to the Fresnel equations. The Jones matrix for Brewster plates is

given by [83]:

C
Brewster, Jones
n =

(

[

2n
n2+1

]2
0

0 1

)

(3.19)

with n being the real part of the refractive index of the Brewster plate, embedded in a

surrounding medium with unity refractive index.

Diagonal identity matrix type operators

The condition given by Eq. (3.18) is always fulfilled for free-space propagation operators

describing the light propagation in a homogeneous, linear and isotropic medium between

parallel and plane boundaries. Thus the rigorous Angular Spectrum of Plane Waves (SPW)

operator [103] given by Eq. (2.30) has a diagonal operator structure. It has even a diagonal

identity matrix type structure, meaning that P11 = P22. This diagonal identity matrix type

structure is obtained for any free-space propagation operator which is applied to propa-

gate an electromagnetic field between parallel and plane boundaries [114]. An important

approximated operator of Eq. (2.30) is the Fresnel integral [115]

P
Fresnel
n,n−1 =

(

PFresnel 0

0 PFresnel

)

(3.20)

with

Vℓ(x, y, z) = P
FresnelVℓ(x

′, y′, 0)

=
a(z)

2π

∫∫ ∞

−∞

Vℓ(x
′, y′, 0) exp

[

ik

2z
(x′2 + y′2)

]

exp

[

−
ik

z
(x′x+ y′y)

]

dx′dy′

(3.21)
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Figure 3.3 – Illustration of the light propagation through a single interface with the height
profile h(ρ) by the thin element approximation [51]: A position dependent phase shift and
the effect of light absorption are multiplied on the initial field given on the boundary Γin

n .
Therefore the optical path length (OPL) is evaluated along rays starting at different lateral
positions ρ and propagating parallel to the optical axis to the boundary Γout

n . Refraction
effects at the interface are neglected.

for paraxial fields with

a(z) =
k exp(ikz)

iz
exp

[

ik

2z
(x2 + y2)

]

. (3.22)

Further diagonal identity matrix type free-space propagation operators can be found in

[51,112,113].

In the special case that only diagonal identity matrix type free-space propagation and

component operators are used to formulate the round trip operator, an diagonal round trip

operator with identity matrix type structure R11 = R22 is obtained. In this case γ1 = γ2,

resulting in a degeneration of Eq. (3.12) to the scalar eigenvalue problem given by Eq.

(2.46). Thus the resonator has no preferred polarization direction, resulting in unpolarized

light emitted by the laser. What diagonal identity matrix type round trip operators mean

physically is that polarization cross-talk is neglected (through the non-diagonal elements

R21 and R12 being zero) and the effect on both field components Vℓ is the same, because

R11 = R22. Free-space propagation operators Pn,n−1, describing the light propagation

between two parallel planes have (as already mentioned above) always a diagonal identity

matrix type structure.

As already mentioned above, an identity matrix type structure of R is obtained only if

exclusively diagonal identity matrix type component operators

Cn =

(

C 0

0 C

)

(3.23)
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are applied for the simulation of light propagation through the resonator subdomains.

Thus all polarization effects taking place in the resonator must be neglected. Again the

arguments given by appendix A show that the diagonal components C11 = C22 = C of the

diagonal identity matrix type component operators can be only a solution of the inhomo-

geneous wave equation given by Eq. (2.44). In literature several approximated solutions

of Eq. (2.44) can be found. Most common solvers, including the Gaussian beam propaga-

tion [69,71], the Collins integral [48–50], and the BPM [43–47], are based on a combination

of the Fresnel integral given by Eq. (3.21) with the thin element approximation (TEA) [51].

In operator notation this means:

C =
∏

(

CTEAPFresnel
)

, (3.24)

with the TEA operator:

CTEA = tFresnel exp [iΦ(ρ)− α(ρ)] . (3.25)

Here tFresnel describes the Fresnel losses at an optical interface. It is calculated by the

Fresnel equations [30] assuming normal light incidence. The position dependent phase

shift Φ(ρ) and the effect of light absorption α(ρ) are calculated by evaluating the optical

path length (OPL) of rays starting at different lateral positions [51]. For the OPL analysis

light refraction at the optical interfaces is neglected as illustrated in Fig. 3.3. Thus the

rays are propagating straight through the optical components. For light transition through

a single optical interface (Fig. 3.3) which separates two media with the refractive indices

n and n′ there is [51]:

Φ(ρ) =
2π

λ
OPL(ρ) =

2π

λ
[(n− n′)h(ρ) + n′h0] (3.26)

and

α(ρ) =
2π

λ
[(κ− κ′)h(ρ) + κ′h0] (3.27)

with the height profile h(ρ) of the interface, the absorption coefficients κ and κ′ and the

the vacuum wavelength of the light λ. Please note that typically if the light propagation

through a subdomain Γn is modeled by the Collins integral or the Gaussian beam propa-

gation method, the subdomain size is chosen in a way that several optical components and

the embedding medium between them are pooled in the subdomain. A numerical example

for modeling the light propagation by the Collins integral through two lenses pooled in a

single resonator subdomain is given in section 5.1.
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Non-Diagonal Operators

If the non-diagonal round trip operator given by Eq. (3.14) is inserted into Eq. (3.12),

there is a coupling between the two field components due to polarization cross-talk, which

is caused by nonzero off-diagonal terms R12 and R21. Due to the coupling of the field

components, there must also be a coupling of their round trip losses and phase shifts3.

This is only the case for the degenerated situation, when γ1 = γ2. Then Eq. (3.12) can

be interpreted as an eigenvalue problem, where both eigenmode components Vℓ have the

same eigenvalue. Again according to Eq. (3.10) the amplitude of the eigenvalue can be

interpreted in terms of the resonator round trip loss per field component, which must be

equal for both components due to the polarization cross-talk. Furthermore due to γ1 = γ2,

an equal phase shift φ1 = φ2 per round trip is guaranteed. Please note that there is

a fundamental difference in the case of γ1 = γ2 between diagonal identity matrix type

and non-diagonal operators. For diagonal identity matrix type operators the eigenmode

components also degenerate to the scalar case of V1 = V2. For non-diagonal operators both

eigenmode components Vℓ can be different. A non-diagonal round trip operator is obtained

if the operator sequence given by Eq. (3.7) contains at least one non-diagonal free-space

propagation or component operator. In the remaining part of this section as well as in

chapter 4 several important non-diagonal operators for the simulation of intracavity laser

components are given.

Non-diagonal free-space propagation operators

Up to now only free-space propagation operators describing the light propagation between

parallel plane boundaries were discussed. In this case the free-space propagation operators

have a diagonal identity matrix type structure [114]. However several resonator setups

contain optical components tilted with respect to the optical axis, like folded or misaligned

resonators. Thus in several situations it might be necessary to propagate an electromag-

netic field given on a plane boundary Γout
n−1 of the subdomain Ωn−1 to a nonparallel plane

boundary Γin
n of the next subdomain Ωn. Typically the electric and magnetic field vectors

Eout
n−1(r ∈ Γout

n−1) and Hout
n−1(r ∈ Γout

n−1) given on Γ
out
n−1 are expressed in the same Cartesian

coordinate basis (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) as the position vector r. Mathematically this means [114]:

r = xx̂+ yŷ + zẑ (3.28)

and

Eout
n−1(r) = Eout

x (r)x̂+ Eout
y (r)ŷ + Eout

z (r)ẑ. (3.29)

3A physical justification of this statement is given later in section 5.1.
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Figure 3.4 – Free-space propagation of light between non-parallel plane boundaries Γout
n−1 and

Γin
n : Two Cartesian coordinate systems x−y−z and u−v−w are created, having their origins

located on the corresponding boundaries, so that z = 0 and w = 0. The absolute direction
of the electric field vector E is not changing during the free-space propagation. However due
to the expression of the polarization vector relative to different coordinate bases, there are
off-diagonal terms in the free-space propagation operator.

Here the the discussion of the magnetic field H is skipped, due to the fact that in a

homogeneous, isotropic and linear medium only two field components are independent.

The remaining field components can be calculated on demand by Eqs. (2.34) – (2.36).

Furthermore as illustrated in Fig. 3.4 it is convenient to formulate the propagated electric

field Ein
n (r ∈ Γ

in
n ) in a Cartesian coordinate system with another coordinate basis (û, v̂, ŵ)

[114]:

r = uû+ vv̂ + wŵ (3.30)

and

Ein
n (r) = E in

u (r)û+ E in
v (r)v̂ + E in

w (r)ŵ. (3.31)

The transformation of the two coordinate systems is given by:







u

v

w






= T







x

y

z






=







t11 t12 t13

t21 t22 t23

t31 t32 t33






·







x

y

z






(3.32)

where T is the transformation matrix, describing the coordinate rotations and translations.

If the coordinate systems are chosen as shown in Fig. 3.4, meaning that their origins are

located in the planes Γout
n−1 and Γin

n , respectively, there is z = 0 and w = 0 and the field
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propagation between non-parallel planes can be described by the non-diagonal free-space

propagation operator:

(

E in
u (u, v, 0)

E in
v (u, v, 0)

)

=

(

P11 P21

P12 P22

)(

Eout
x (x, y, 0)

Eout
y (x, y, 0)

)

. (3.33)

Here again it is only necessary to calculate two field components. The remaining compo-

nents can be calculated on demand by Eqs. (2.33) – (2.36). Please note that in Eq. (3.33)

the off-diagonal terms P12 and P21 describe in a mathematical sense a polarization cross-

talk. However this cross-talk is, as proved in [114], only caused by the coordinate transfor-

mation. So its origin is a mathematical requirement and has no physical meaning (this is

in contrast to non-diagonal component operators, where the off-diagonal terms normally

have a physical meaning). Nevertheless of course it has the same influence on the structure

of the round trip operator as physically motivated polarization cross-talk effects. In the

following no mathematical details are given for the exact formulation of non-diagonal free-

space propagation operators. Interested readers are referred to a previous publication [114]

which gives a rigorous as well as an approximative free-space propagation operator for the

field propagation between non-parallel planes.

In principle it is also possible to calculate the light distribution on non-plane boundaries

Γn for the subdomains Ωn. However it is always possible to calculate at first the light

distribution on a plane boundary using the above given free-space propagation operator.

If the plane boundary is chosen to be close to the non-plane target boundary then the

thin element approximation or other suitable geometrical optics operators [51,116] can be

used to project the field from the plane to the non-plane boundary. This approximated

approach has the advantage that for the free-space propagation, a numerically efficient

uniform fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) [117] can be used. Alternatively a numerically

more extensive evaluation of the rigorous Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction integral is also

possible [118].

Non-diagonal Jones matrix component operators

General, non-diagonal and position dependent Jones matrices CJo
n are an example for a

non-diagonal component operator, when the modeling of the subdomain is reduced to its

effect on the polarization. Important Jones matrices are used e.g. for [83]

Linear polarizers:

C
Jo,Pol
n =

(

cos2 α sinα cosα

cosα sinα sin2 α

)

(3.34)
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with α being the tilt angle between the x-axis and the polarizer’s transmission axis.

Azimuthal-birefringent components:

C
Jo,Az-B
n =

(

exp (iΦ) cos2 θ + sin2 θ [exp (iΦ)− 1] sin θ cos θ

[exp (iΦ)− 1] sin θ cos θ exp (iΦ) sin2 θ + cos2 θ

)

(3.35)

with θ being the azimuthal position angle and Φ = [2π
λ
(nr − nθ)]l being the relative phase

shift between the azimuthal and radial field components after propagating over a distance

l. Here nr and nθ represent the corresponding refractive indices for azimuthal and radial

field components.

Phase retarder:

C
Jo,PR
n =

(

cos2 α + sin2 α exp (iΦ) sinα cosα[1− exp (iΦ)]

sinα cosα[1− exp (iΦ)] sin2 α + cos2 α exp (iΦ)

)

(3.36)

with α being the tilt angle between the x-axis and the phase retarder’s transmission axis

and Φ being the phase delay.

Polarization rotator:

C
Jo,Pol-Rot
n =

(

cos β − sin β

sin β cos β

)

(3.37)

with β being the polarization rotation angle.

Non-diagonal Brewster window component operator

In section 5.1 the simulation of a plane resonator including a Brewster window is shown.

In the simplest case, a Brewster window is a glass plate consisting of two parallel interfaces

which are tilted with respect to the optical axis by the Brewster angle. Polarization cross-

talk effects are included in the simulation due to the modeling of the Brewster window

by applying the non-diagonal interface operator on each interface of the Brewster window.

This interface operator was published previously [119,120], so no mathematical derivation

of the operator will be given in detail here. However, due to the relevance of the operator

in the simulation results obtained in section 5.1, the physical reason for polarization cross-

talk caused by light propagation through a tilted plane interface will be discussed in the

following.

The rigorous interface operator requires as an initial condition the light distribution in

the plane of the interface. Thus typically the complex amplitudes of the harmonic field

components Vℓ(x, y, z) are calculated in the plane of the interface by applying the non-
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Figure 3.5 – Polarization cross-talk at a single plane interface for an incident plane wave:
The polarization vector EI of the incident plane wave is decomposed in its TE and TM
components. For non-normal incident plane waves, Fresnel equations lead to different trans-
mission coefficients τTE and τTM. Consequently, the initial ratio EI

TE/E
I
TM is changed to

ET
TE/E

T
TM = (τTEE

I
TE)/(τTMEI

TM) and the direction of E
I is changed to ET.

diagonal free-space propagation operators mentioned above. After that, the initial field is

decomposed into a set of plane waves using a Fourier transformation. Then the Fresnel

equations are applied on each plane wave EI. Thus each plane wave has to be represented

in its principal coordinate system. This coordinate system is spanned by the plane of

incidence (which consists of the incident wavevector kI and the interface normal vector n)

and an axis which is orthogonal to this plane of incidence. As a consequence, for each plane

wave in its principal coordinate system a TE and TM polarization component is obtained.

Fig. 3.5 illustrates an incident plane wave, which has the wavevector kI and electric field

vector EI. To apply Fresnel coefficients, EI is decomposed into EI
TE and EI

TM. The

application of the Fresnel equations leads to a transmitted plane wave with the wavevector

kT and electric field components ET
TE = τTEE

I
TE and ET

TM = τTME
I
TM. For non-normal

incident plane waves, the Fresnel equations predict different transmission coefficients τTE

and τTM for TE and TM field components. This effect is in particular strong for incident

angles around the Brewster angle. As a consequence the relation between TE and TM field

components will change by passing through the interface. The direction of polarization of

the combination of both field components in the initial coordinate system will change from

EI to ET. This change of the polarization direction can be interpreted as polarization

cross-talk. The transmission of light through a single interface will additionally alter the

direction of the TM component due to the change of the propagation direction of the plane

wave caused by Snell’s law. This change of direction also has an influence on the change of
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the polarization direction. However, the Brewster window typically consists of two parallel

interfaces. Thus the direction change of the TM component by Snell’s law at the first

interface will be compensated by the second interface. So, in summary, the polarization

cross-talk a general beam experiences by propagating through a plane interface is caused

by different Fresnel reflection losses for the TE and TM field components of the beam’s

angular spectrum.

Summary of Section 3.2

Figure 3.6 – Dependent on the structure of the round trip operator, the eigenvalue problem
given by Eq. (3.12) has different solutions.

In this section it was shown that Eq. (3.12) has, dependent on the structure of the round

trip operator, different kinds of solutions. Fig. 3.6 gives a summary of these different so-

lution classes. The round trip operator has either a non-diagonal or diagonal structure.

For the diagonal structure, there is the special case of identity matrix type structure. An

identity matrix type round trip operator can only be obtained if identity matrix type com-

ponent and identity matrix type free-space propagation operators are used only. Diagonal

round trip operators are only constructed by diagonal component and free-space propaga-

tion operators. Otherwise there is a non-diagonal round trip operator. Furthermore it was
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discussed that the inclusion of an active medium, which balances resonator round trip losses

and is modeled by a suitable component operator, will cause ||R|| = 1 and |γ1| = |γ2| = 1.

Consequently the round trip operator and by that also the solution of Eq. (3.12) depends

on the applied component and free-space propagation operators. Several important op-

erators for the practical simulation of different laser resonator setups were given in this

section. Further non-diagonal field tracing component operators which take polarization

as well as other propagation effects into account can be obtained e.g. by the geometri-

cal optics operator [51], Maxwell solvers or any other simulation technique which can be

formulated for electromagnetic fields. Two important non-diagonal component operators

for anisotropic materials are also given in chapter 4. In conclusion: if anisotropic effects

should be included in the simulation or if the area of validity of the paraxial approximation

is left, non-diagonal operators are quite normal and the solution of the coupled eigenvalue

problem becomes essential.

3.3 Simple Eigenvalue Solver: Iterative Power Method

Up to now only the formulation of the mathematical problem for the calculation of the

dominant transversal resonator mode of arbitrary cw laser resonators was discussed. It

was shown that the simulation task can be formulated by the eigenvalue problem given by

Eq. (3.12). As mentioned in the summary of the previous section, the exact structure of

this eigenvalue problem depends on the component and free-space propagation operators

applied. The choice of these operators depends on the required simulation accuracy. Thus

an increase of the simulation accuracy might change the eigenvalue problem structure e.g.

from the uncoupled problem given by Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) to the coupled eigenvalue

problem with non-diagonal round trip operator structure. In the following three numerical

solvers for the eigenvalue problem given by Eq. (3.12) will be given. In algebra several

different eigenvalue solvers can be found. However most of them, e.g. the Newton method

[121], cannot be applied to the laser resonator eigenmode calculation, because they require

round trip operatorsR in a closed matrix form. For most of the resonator setups this closed

matrix form of R is not known. That is why in literature just a few alternative eigenvalue

solver techniques are commonly used in laser resonator analysis. The most important

techniques are based on the Schmidt approach [122,123], the Prony method [124,125], the

Arnoldi method [126,127], the selective iteration method [105] or on the spectral approach

of Feit and Fleck [128]. Up to now in the literature all of these techniques are either

applied only for the case of round trip operators with identity matrix type structures where

Eq. (3.12) degenerates to a single scalar eigenvalue problem, or are restricted to linear round

trip operators. However for the practical resonator simulation it would be preferable to

have a formulation for the eigenvalue solver which could handle all the possible different
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eigenvalue problem structures of Eq. (3.12), ranging from the scalar up to the coupled

case for either linear or nonlinear round trip operators with an unknown closed matrix

form. In this section the iterative power method, which was used by Fox and Li [7, 8] to

solve the scalar eigenvalue problem, is modified in a way that it can be used to solve the

general eigenvalue problem given by Eq. (3.12). However as discussed later, this power

method might suffer from low convergence speed. That is why in the following section two

eigenvalue solvers which are based on the vector extrapolation method are given. Compared

to the power method these techniques have an accelerated convergence speed.

Fox and Li showed [7, 8] that their scalar eigenvalue problem given by Eq. (2.42) could

be solved numerically using the power iteration method. The power iteration method can

also solve the general problem formulated by Eq. (3.12) applying iteratively several round

trip operations:
(

V
(j+1)
1

V
(j+1)
2

)

=
1

α(j)
R

(

V
(j)
1

V
(j)
2

)

(3.38)

with V
(j)
ℓ representing the propagation result after round trip number j. α(j) represents a

suitable normalization factor after each iteration, which is discussed later. The dominant

transversal resonator eigenmode is obtained by

Wℓ = lim
j→∞

V
(j)
ℓ (3.39)

and its corresponding eigenvalue by convergence of

γℓ = lim
j→∞

γ
(j)
ℓ (3.40)

with

γ
(j)
ℓ =

∫∫

(

V
(j)
ℓ (x, y, z0)α

(j)V
∗(j+1)
ℓ (x, y, z0)

)

dxdy

∫∫

(

V
(j)
ℓ (x, y, z0)V

∗(j)
ℓ (x, y, z0)

)

dxdy
. (3.41)

Here ∗ denotes the complex conjugate and the variable dependency (x, y, z0) is used to

emphasize the fact that the eigenvalue is typically calculated by integration over a single

plane boundary Γ0.

Fox and Li [7] already mentioned that without a gain medium, the power of the resonator

mode will decay with successive round trips. Therefore they normalized the mode after

each round trip, so that the maximum amplitude is unity:

max|U (j)(x, y, z0)| = 1. (3.42)
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In the case of the vectorial problem given by Eq. (3.12) a normalization in the fashion of

Eq. (3.42) would cause an inadvertent modification of the power ratio between the Ex and

Ey component. Hence a Jones vector invariant normalization factor

α(j) =

[

∑

ℓ=1,2

∫∫

∣

∣

∣
V

(j)
ℓ (x, y, z0)

∣

∣

∣

2

dxdy

]1/2

(3.43)

is used in the following. Please note that this normalization is only necessary for resonator

simulations including no active medium (meaning that ||R|| < 1) independent on whether

the round trip operator is diagonal or non-diagonal. For resonators with gain (meaning

that ||R|| = 1), the normalization factor after each iteration is unity.

Fox and Li [7,8] already showed that if the iterative power method is applied on the scalar

eigenvalue problem given by Eq. (2.42), it will converge to the most dominant eigenmode.

This most dominant eigenmode is defined by the corresponding eigenvalue γ1 with the

largest absolute value, meaning that

|γ1| > |γ2| > ... > |γn| (3.44)

with all possible eigenvalues γ1...γn of the scalar eigenvalue problem. Strictly speaking Fox

and Li’s argumentation is only true for linear round trip operators of the scalar eigenvalue

problem. However as proven in [129, 130], the iterative power method can be also applied

to all structures of the general eigenvalue problem represented by Eq. (3.12) with R being

a nonlinear operator. Also in these cases the iterative power method converges to the most

dominant eigenvector Wℓ with the largest absolute eigenvalue [129]

|γℓ,1| > |γℓ,2| > ... > |γℓ,n| (3.45)

if the iterative procedure given by Eq (3.38) is started by an initial condition V
(0)
ℓ ∈ H

which does not entirely lie in M⊥. Here H is the Hilbert space of R. Furthermore there

is H = M ⊗M⊥ where M is the subspace spanned by the most dominant eigenvector

Wℓ [129]. Thus to guarantee the convergence of the power method, V
(0)
ℓ is chosen as a field

with random phase distribution to ensure that it contains a component pointing into the

direction of Wℓ. As in the case of the scalar eigenvalue problem, also the convergence of

the power method for the solution of Eq. (3.12) strongly depends on the root convergence

index
∣

∣

∣

γℓ,2
γℓ,1

∣

∣

∣, where γℓ,2 represents the second dominant eigenvalue [129]. As a consequence,

the convergence of the power method is poor if there is a second eigenmode with round trip

losses close to those of the dominant eigenmode. This slow computational performance of

the power method (which is also shown by several numerical examples in chapter 5) is very

critical in parametric optimization of resonator setups, where the dominant eigenmode has
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to be calculated plenty of times till the best resonator setup for the specific application is

found.

3.4 Accelerated Eigenvalue Solver: Vector Extrapo-

lation Methods

To overcome the convergence problems of the iterative power method two polynomial-type

vector extrapolation methods, namely the minimal polynomial extrapolation (MPE) and

the reduced rank extrapolation (RRE), are applied to the problem of Eq. (3.12), resulting

in a drastically increased computational speed of the dominant eigenmode calculation.

Both techniques do not require a closed matrix form ofR and are not limited to decoupled

or linear types of Eq. (3.12). In principle they can be applied to any nonlinear round trip

operator R and to either coupled or decoupled types of Eq. (3.12).

The aim of this section is the explicit application of the MPE and the RRE for accel-

erated dominant eigenmode calculation of laser resonators based on Eq. (3.12). Therefore

no general mathematical derivation and detailed convergence discussion of both methods

is given. A detailed mathematical discussion can be found in Sidi [131].

Sidi [131] showed that the exact solution limj→∞ V
(j)
ℓ = Wℓ of Eq. (3.12) can be con-

structed by a weighted sum of k iteration results V
(j)
ℓ :

Wℓ =
k

∑

j=0

β
(j)
ℓ V

(j)
ℓ (3.46)

where β
(j)
ℓ represents the weighting factors. Please note that the iteration results V

(j)
ℓ

are calculated by the same iterative procedure given by Eq. (3.38) and with the same

normalization factor α(j) as for the iterative power method. The calculation algorithm for

β
(j)
ℓ is different depending on whether MPE or RRE is used. The comparison of Eq. (3.46),

which is the fundamental equation for the vector extrapolation methods, with the power

method given by Eq. (3.38), qualitatively shows the reason why MPE and RRE will have

a faster convergence compared to the power method. In the case of MPE and RRE several

iteration results are used to construct the dominant eigenmode. In the case of the power

method only the previous iteration result V
(j)
ℓ is used in each iteration step. Fig. 3.7

again illustrates the different working principles of the power method and the techniques

based on vector extrapolation. Please note that besides the efficient calculation of the

weighting factors β
(j)
ℓ a cycling and a multi round trip approach [131] for the MPE and

RRE algorithms are used to avoid the storage of a large number of k iteration results V
(j)
ℓ .

Both approaches will be discussed later. Otherwise, especially for iteration results V
(j)
ℓ
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Figure 3.7 – Fundamental working principle of a) power method and b) vector extrapolation
methods. In a) only the prior iteration result is used to construct the next one. In case b)
several iteration results are used to calculate the next iteration.

requiring a high number of sampling points, the summation in Eq. (3.46) would be very

time and memory consuming.

Compared to other eigenvalue solvers based e.g. on the Newton method, the RRE and

MPE are defined exclusively by the iteration results V
(j)
ℓ , no matter how they have been

obtained. This means that the RRE and MPE algorithms do not require a representation of

the round trip operatorR in a closed matrix form, which is typically not possible to obtain.

Also both vector extrapolation techniques can be applied to nonlinear round trip operators

or to polarization-coupled eigenvalue problems, which makes these two polynomial-type

vector extrapolation methods very suitable for resonator modeling.

In what follows within this section the harmonic field components V
(j)
ℓ are calculated

on a plane boundary with axial position z0 within the laser cavity. The axial position can

be arbitrary, as long as it is located in a homogeneous isotropic medium. Thus the fields

are numerically sampled on a 2-dimensional grid (xn, ym) with N ×M sampling points.

Consequently there is V
(j)
ℓ ∈ C

N×M . The elements of this 2-dimensional sampling grid can

be rewritten in a vector with O = N ×M elements so that there is V
(j)
ℓ ∈ C

O.

Minimal polynomial extrapolation (MPE)

Sidi [131] already mentioned that the exact dominant transversal eigenmode Wℓ(x, y, z0)

is constructed via a minimal polynomial with k-degrees resulting in Eq. (3.46). In general,

k would be very close to O, which would make the solution of Eq. (3.46) very inefficient.

Therefore an approximate solution [131]

WMPE
ℓ,s,k =

k
∑

j=s

β
(j)
ℓ V

(j)
ℓ (3.47)
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can be formulated with k << O. Here, instead of V
(0)
ℓ , V

(s)
ℓ with 0 ≤ s < k is used as the

starting condition for the construction of the dominant eigenmode, for further reduction

of the required number of iteration steps k. The initial vector V
(s)
ℓ is obtained by a cycling

process which will be discussed at the end of this section. In order to find the weighting

factors β
(j)
ℓ in Eq. (3.47) the vector

u
(j)
ℓ = V

(j+1)
ℓ exp

[

iφ
(j)
ℓ

]

− V
(j)
ℓ (3.48)

and the matrix

U
(j)
ℓ = [u

(s)
ℓ |u

(s+1)
ℓ |...|u

(j)
ℓ ] ∈ C

O×(j+1−s) (3.49)

are defined. The phase shift φ
(j)
ℓ can be calculated via the argument:

φ
(j)
ℓ = arg





(

V
(j)
ℓ , α(j)V

(j+1)
ℓ

)

(

V
(j)
ℓ , V

(j)
ℓ

)



 (3.50)

with the Euclidean inner product (a, b) = a∗b, where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate. The

least-square solution cℓ = (c
(s)
ℓ , c

(s+1)
ℓ , ...c

(k−1)
ℓ )T of the linear system

U
(k−1)
ℓ cℓ = −u

(k)
ℓ (3.51)

can be used to calculate the weighting factors [131]

β
(j)
ℓ =

c
(j)
ℓ

∑k
i=s c

(i)
ℓ

(3.52)

with c
(k)
ℓ = 1. It is not recommended to solve the linear system of Eq. (3.51) directly using

the normal equation, due to the numerical instability of the solver caused by ill-conditioned

U
(k−1)
ℓ for increasing k [131]. A numerically fast, stable and storage-wise more economical

algorithm has been given by Sidi [131,132] using the QR-factorization U
(j)
ℓ = Q

(j)
ℓ R

(j)
ℓ with

Q
(j)
ℓ = [q

(s)
ℓ |q

(s+1)
ℓ |...|q

(j)
ℓ ] ∈ C

O×(j+1−s) (3.53)

and the upper triangular matrix R
(j)
ℓ ∈ C

(j+1−s)×(j+1−s)

R
(j)
ℓ =













r
(s,s)
ℓ r

(s,s+1)
ℓ · · · r

(s,j)
ℓ

0 r
(s+1,s+1)
ℓ · · · r

(s+1,j)
ℓ

0 0
. . .

...

0 0 0 r
(j,j)
ℓ













. (3.54)
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Table 3.1 – Efficient algorithm for MPE.

Step 0: Perform the first f round trips including normalizations by
V (s+1) =

∏

f

(

1
α(s)R

)

V (s).

Calculate u
(s)
ℓ according to Eq. (3.48).

Calculate r
(s,s)
ℓ =

(

u
(s)
ℓ , u

(s)
ℓ

)(1/2)

and q
(s)
ℓ = u

(s)
ℓ /r

(s,s)
ℓ .

Step 1: For j = s+ 1, s+ 2, ..., k do
Perform f round trip calculations including
normalizations by V (j+1) =

∏

f

(

1
α(j)R

)

V (j).

Calculate u
(j)
ℓ according to Eq. (3.48).

Compute U
(j)
ℓ = Q

(j)
ℓ R

(j)
ℓ by:

Set u
(j)
ℓ,s = u

(j)
ℓ .

For b = s, s+ 1, ...j − 1 do

Compute r
(b,j)
ℓ = (q

(b)
ℓ , u

(j)
ℓ,b ) and u

(j)
ℓ,b+1 = u

(j)
ℓ,b − r

(b,j)
ℓ q

(b)
ℓ .

End for b.

Compute r
(j,j)
ℓ =

(

u
(j)
ℓ,j , u

(j)
ℓ,j

)(1/2)

and q
(j)
ℓ = u

(j)
ℓ,j/r

(j,j)
ℓ .

End for j.

Step 2: Solve the linear system R
(k−1)
ℓ cℓ = −r

(k)
ℓ

with r
(k)
ℓ =

(

r
(s,k)
ℓ , r

(s+1,k)
ℓ , ..., r

(k−1,k)
ℓ

)T

ending up with cℓ = (c
(s)
ℓ , c

(s+1)
ℓ , ...c

(k−1)
ℓ )T.

Step 3: Set c
(k)
ℓ = 1 and calculate β

(j)
ℓ according to Eq. (3.52)

Step 4: Calculate ξℓ =
(

ξ
(s)
ℓ , ξ

(1)
ℓ , ..., ξ

(k−1)
ℓ

)T

by ξ
(s)
ℓ = 1− β

(s)
ℓ ; ξ

(j)
ℓ = ξ(j−1) − β

(j)
ℓ

Step 5: Calculate WMPE
ℓ,s,k = V

(s)
ℓ +Q

(k−1)
ℓ

(

R
(k−1)
ℓ ξℓ

)

.

Sidi [131, 132] suggested the modified Gram-Schmidt process (MGS) for efficient QR-

factorization. In this case the efficient MPE algorithm [131, 132], given in Table 3.1 is

obtained, which was adapted for resonator analysis.

Reduced rank extrapolation (RRE)

A drawback of the MPE algorithm is that, for k < k0 iterations, the solution WMPE
ℓ,s,k does

not always exist. Here k0 represents the critical minimum number of required resonator

round trip calculations. Details about k0 can be found in [131, 132]. This limitation can

be overcome by using the RRE algorithm, which always provides a solution WRRE
ℓ,s,k , for

any number of used iterations k. From the algorithm point of view steps 2-5 of the above

given MPE algorithm are replaced by the steps given in Table 3.2 to obtain the RRE

algorithm [131,132].
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Table 3.2 – Replaced Steps 2-5 for efficient RRE algorithm.

Step 2: Solve the linear system R
(k)∗
ℓ R

(k)
ℓ cℓ = e

with e = (1, 1..., 1)T and
∗ representing the conjugate transpose matrix

ending up with cℓ = (c
(s)
ℓ , c

(s+1)
ℓ , ...c

(k)
ℓ )T

Step 3: Calculate β
(j)
ℓ according to Eq. (3.52)

Step 4: Calculate ξℓ =
(

ξ
(s)
ℓ , ξ

(1)
ℓ , ..., ξ

(k−1)
ℓ

)T

by ξ
(s)
ℓ = 1− β

(s)
ℓ ; ξ

(j)
ℓ = ξ(j−1) − β

(j)
ℓ

Step 5: Calculate WRRE
ℓ,s,k = V

(s)
ℓ +Q

(k−1)
ℓ

(

R
(k−1)
ℓ ξℓ

)

Compared to the MPE, the RRE algorithm has a slightly increased numerical effort,

because of the need to solve two triangular (lower and upper) linear systems in Step 2 of

the RRE, instead of one upper triangular linear system for the MPE. Please note that both

of the above described algorithms have to be applied on each harmonic field component

ℓ = 1, 2 separately. The coupling between the different polarization components and all

involved nonlinear processes inside the resonator can be covered by the round trip operator

R.

Cycling and multi round trip calculation

From the point of view of data storage and computational effort, the size of Q
(k−1)
ℓ ∈

C
O×(k−s) is most significant. Its size scales linearly with the number of required round trips

k−s, independent of whether MPE or RRE is used. Therefore the total number of required

round trips can be reduced by using the cycling method [131, 132]. Here the calculation

of WMPE
ℓ,s,k or WRRE

ℓ,s,k is iteratively repeated by using the above given algorithms. Once the

result W
RRE/MPE
ℓ,s,k is obtained it is used as a new starting condition V

(s)
ℓ = W

RRE/MPE
ℓ,s,k for

the next MPE or RRE cycle. The first cycle starts with V
(s)
ℓ = V

(0)
ℓ , which is typically a

random phase distribution, to ensure that the starting field V
(0)
ℓ ∈H does not entirely lie

in M⊥.

If f = 1, the term V (j+1) =
∏

f

(

1
α(j)R

)

V (j) in the steps 0 and 1 of the MPE and RRE

algorithms is simplified to the application of a single round trip calculation per iteration j

given by Eq. (3.38). Furthermore the size of Q
(k−1)
ℓ and so the amount of storage can be

decreased by increasing f and thus performing f round trip operations and normalization

steps α per iteration j [131,132]. Thus in the following the case f = 1 is called single round

trip MPE or RRE algorithm, whereas the case f > 1 is called multi round trip MPE or

RRE algorithm.
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Please note that the solution of Eq. (3.12) for nonlinear round trip operators is only

unique for the case that a single dominant transversal resonator mode exists for the laser

resonator setup. For multi-transversal-mode operation there is mode competition, which

is not included in the resonator round trip formulation of Eq. (3.12). Thus in the case of

mode competition caused by strong nonlinear gain the RRE or MPE algorithm as well as

the iterative power method might converge to a solution which does not represent one of

the actual resonator modes oscillating in the cavity. However please note that this fact is

not caused by any shortcomings of the MPE or RRE algorithm, but simply a restriction

of the problem formulation. A detailed discussion about the stability of single mode laser

oscillation can be found in [105]. As shown in the outlook of this work (chapter 6) it is

also possible to extend the problem formulation of Eq. (3.12) in a way that it also leads

to unique solutions for multi-transversal-mode operations. A similar extension has been

done [106, 107] for the scalar Fox and Li algorithm. Nevertheless this extension is beyond

the scope of the major parts of this thesis.



Chapter 4

Simulation Concepts for Light

Propagation in Laser Crystals

Up to now it was shown that the light propagation through different intracavity optical

components is simulated by component operators C. These component operators are ma-

trix operators which have either a diagonal or a non-diagonal matrix structure depending

on whether polarization cross-talk effects are present or not. For the simulation of solid-

state laser resonators it is of particular interest to model the light propagation through

anisotropic crystals. These crystals are either used for polarization control of the light

inside the cavity (e.g. Glan-Taylor prism polarizer [133], Quartz polarization rotator [20])

or for light amplification. Crystals which are typically used for polarization control have

a homogeneous but anisotropic refractive index. Therefore in section 4.1 a rigorous non-

diagonal component operator for the simulation of light propagation through linear, homo-

geneous and anisotropic media is introduced. Besides birefringence effects, this technique

includes intra-crystal diffraction and interface refraction at crystal surfaces. Please note

that the concepts given in section 4.1 were developed and published [134] together with

my colleague Mr. Site Zhang.

Doped crystals which are used for light amplification inside the laser resonator are opti-

cally anisotropic due to natural [135,136] or stress-induced birefringence [17,137]. Further-

more these active crystals are typically optically inhomogeneous due to an inhomogeneous

temperature distribution within the laser crystal. This temperature distribution causes,

besides stress-induced birefringence, a deformation of the transversal resonator mode due

to thermal lensing [15, 138]. Thus in section 4.2 a vectorial beam propagation method

(vBPM) is introduced for the numerically efficient propagation of light through active me-

dia. In addition to the modeling of thermal lensing and birefringence, this non-diagonal

vBPM component operator includes the calculation of light amplification and nonlinear

gain saturation [139,140].

52
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4.1 Simulation of Crystals with Natural-Birefringence

In the literature there are a plenty of different simulation techniques available describing the

light propagation through linear, homogeneous and anisotropic media. However all of these

techniques are limited in their applicability, because they require certain types of incident

fields [141–146] (typically plane waves or Gaussian beams), uniaxial anisotropy [147–151]

and/or crystal orientations [152, 153] where the crystal optic axis must be parallel to the

propagation direction of incident light.

In the following an angular spectrum of plane waves approach is introduced for propa-

gating general monochromatic electromagnetic fields through arbitrarily oriented bi- and

uniaxial anisotropic crystals. Please note that the following component operator is a gen-

eralization of the work carried out by Landry and Maldonado [154]. In [154] only the

interaction of a single plane wave at a single plane interface between two anisotropic or

one anisotropic and one isotropic media was discussed. In the following this method is

extended to general incident fields, by combining their method with the angular spectrum

of plane waves. The expressions in [154] are formulated in the plane of incidence, where it

is possible to obtain a y-invariant case. All formulations are done in a general coordinate

system, which is needed to deal with general incident beams. Furthermore it is shown that

this angular spectrum of plane waves representation of light is very suitable to rigorously

propagate the light further through linear and homogeneous crystals. Fig. 4.1 illustrates

the task of the component operator Caniso for light propagation through a linear, homoge-

neous and anisotropic medium. Applied on the incident field V in(r ∈ Γin) given on the

plane boundary Γin in front of the front crystal surface the operator should calculate the

harmonic field components V out(r ∈ Γout) directly on the plane boundary Γout behind the

rear crystal surface. Please note that inside the anisotropic medium it is more convenient to

propagate not just the two electric field components Ex and Ey, but the three-dimensional

field vector (Ex, Ey, Ez)
T, by using the following approach. However according to the def-

inition that a subdomain is embedded between linear, isotropic and homogeneous media,

the light is entering the anisotropic subdomain from the isotropic medium and is leaving

the crystal into an isotropic medium, it is mathematically sufficient to formulate a unique

input-output problem by
(

V out
1

V out
2

)

= Caniso

(

V in
1

V in
2

)

, (4.1)

with Caniso being the 2×2 component operator matrix. In the calculation also the refraction

effects at both crystal interfaces should be taken into account. Therefore the isotropic

media in front of and behind the anisotropic crystal are described by the dielectric constants

ǫi and ǫt respectively. In a sequential way the component operator has to deal with 1)

refraction at the front surface, 2) field propagation inside the anisotropic medium and 3)

refraction at the rear surface. The component operator for anisotropic media is mainly
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Figure 4.1 – Illustration of the simulation task for propagating light through an arbitrarily
oriented anisotropic medium with dielectric tensor ǫ. The anisotropic medium is embedded
between two isotropic media with dielectric constants ǫi and ǫt respectively. Therefore for the
unique representation of the incident field V in

ℓ (ρ, zin) and the transmitted field V out
ℓ (ρ, zout),

only two field components ℓ = 1, 2 are necessary.

based on the idea, that any incident field V in
ℓ (ρ, zin) in the isotropic medium ǫi can be

decomposed by a Fourier Transformation (F ) into a set of plane waves using the angular

spectrum of plane waves approach

Ai
ℓ(κ) = F{V in

ℓ (ρ, zin)} =
1

2π

∫∫ +∞

−∞

V in
ℓ (ρ, zin) exp(−iκ · ρ)dxdy , (4.2)

where Ai
ℓ(κ) denotes the angular spectrum of V in

ℓ (ρ, zin) with ℓ = 1, 2. The inverse FT

V in
ℓ (ρ, zin) = F

−1{Ai
ℓ(κ)} =

1

2π

∫∫ +∞

−∞

Ai
ℓ(κ) exp(iκ · ρ)dkxdky (4.3)

shows that a general incident field in the isotropic medium can be treated as a superposition

of plane waves. Each plane wave is completely determined by its direction κ = (kx, ky)
T

and its amplitude [Ai
1(κ), A

i
2(κ)]

T. After this plane wave decomposition, each plane wave

is propagated separately through the linear, anisotropic medium. Behind the anisotropic

medium all propagated plane waves are superimposed in the rear space filled with the

isotropic medium ǫt. Therefore an inverse FT can be used to get the desired solution:

V out
ℓ (ρ, zout) = F

−1{At
ℓ(κ)} =

1

2π

∫∫ +∞

−∞

At
ℓ(κ) exp(iκ · ρ)dkxdky . (4.4)

Consequently to solve Eq. (4.4) the propagated angular spectrum At
ℓ(κ) has to be known.

Therefore in the following subsections the light refraction and propagation of the plane

waves through the homogeneous, anisotropic media will be discussed to construct At
ℓ(κ).

In what follows the field components [Ai
1(κ), A

i
2(κ)]

T of each plane wave with the direction
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κ will be denoted as (E i
x, E

i
y)

T to keep their physical meaning in mind. For better readability

the variable κ is skipped in the following.

Plane wave refraction at a plane interface from ǫi into ǫ

A plane wave component from the incident field can be extracted in Eq. (4.2) and expressed

in its vectorial form by

Ei(r) = E
i exp(iki · r) , (4.5)

with E i = (E i
x, E

i
y, E

i
z)

T and ki = (ki
x, k

i
y, k

i
z)

T. The z-component of ki and E i can be

obtained from κi = (ki
x, k

i
y)

T and (E i
x, E

i
y)

T by using the following relations

ki
z =

[

ǫik2
0 − ki

x

2
− ki

y

2
]1/2

, (4.6)

E i
z = −

ki
xE

i
x + ki

yE
i
y

ki
z

, (4.7)

with k0 = ω0/c as the wave number in vacuum. As discussed in [154], on the plane interface

between isotropic and anisotropic media, an incident plane wave causes one reflected plane

wave which has the form

Er(r) = E
r exp(ikr · r) (4.8)

and two transmitted plane waves which can be written as

Et(r) = αt
Ê

t
α exp(ik

t
α · r) + βt

Ê
t
β exp(ik

t
β · r) . (4.9)

For a plane wave with a given wavevector in an anisotropic medium, its electric field vector

direction is uniquely determined. As a consequence in Eq. (4.9), the complex electric field

vector must be expressed as αtÊ t
α, the product of magnitude αt and normalized electric

field eigenvector Ê t
α, and the same for βtÊ t

β. In Eq. (4.8) and Eq. (4.9), the wavevectors

kr, kt
α and kt

β, as well as the electric field vectors E
r, αtÊ t

α and βtÊ t
β are unknown. This

unknown quantities can be calculated by the following sequence:

• Step I – determine the unknown wavevectors kr, kt
α and kt

β by using phase matching

conditions at the plane interface;

• Step II – find out the electric field eigenvectors Ê t
α and Ê t

β by solving the coupled

wave equations in the form of an eigenvalue problem;

• Step III – apply boundary conditions to obtain the reflected electric field vector E r

as well as the magnitudes αt and βt of the transmitted plane waves.
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The corresponding algorithm is summarized in Fig. 4.2, as an overview of the calculation

process, while the discussion in detail follows afterward.

Figure 4.2 – Example workflow to solve the refraction problem at a plane interface from
ǫi into ǫ. The explicit process of Step II is shown. For example, with root ktz,1 from the
quartic equation, a wavevector kt

1 and a refractive index nt
1 is determined. Using kt

1 and ǫ, a
3× 3 matrix Q

1
is built up and three eigenvalues Λ′1, Λ

′′
1 and Λ

′′′
1 are found. Amongst them

only Λ′1 = −1/(nt
1)

2 while the other two cases are terminated. The termination is denoted
by the × symbol. Using the eigenvector Êt

1 for Λ
′
1, the time-averaged Poynting vector S

t
1 is

calculated. Because of St
1z > 0 and St

3z > 0, the two solution pairs kt
α := kt

1 and Êt
α := Êt

1 as
well as kt

β := kt
3 and Êt

β := Êt
3 are returned. Otherwise this process is terminated, as shown

for St
2 and St

4.
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Calculation of unknown wavevectors (Step I)

To calculate the unknown wavevectors, the phase matching condition is used. Consequently

the transverse components of the wavevectors κ on both sides of the interface must be equal,

as is illustrated in Fig. 4.3. Therefore there is

Figure 4.3 – Refraction at a plane interface between an isotropic medium (left) and an
arbitrarily oriented uniaxial crystal (right). The dispersion relation of the isotropic medium
appears as a semi-sphere on the left side; for the uniaxial crystal on the right side, its
dispersion relations are presented as two surfaces, a partial ellipsoid for the extraordinary
wave and a semi-sphere for the ordinary waves. Due to the phase matching condition at the
interface, the transverse components κ of the wavevector k must be equal for the incident
and the three resulting plane waves.

κi = κr = κt = (kx, ky)
T (4.10)

and only the z-components of the reflected and transmitted wavevectors need to be calcu-

lated. For the reflected plane wave there is kr
z = −k

i
z and for the transmitted plane waves,

a quartic equation [155, 156], sometimes referred to as the Booker quartic [154], can be

found in the form

akt
z
4
+ bkt

z
3
+ ckt

z
2
+ dkt

z + e = 0 , (4.11)
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where a, b, c, d and e are coefficients dependent on kx, ky and ǫ. Explicitly these coefficients

are

a =ǫzz ,

b =2(ǫxzkx + ǫyzky) ,

c =(ǫxx + ǫzz)k
2
x + (ǫyy + ǫzz)k

2
y + k2

0

[

ǫ2xz + ǫ2yz − ǫzz(ǫxx + ǫyy)
]

,

d =2
[

ǫxzk
3
x + ǫyzk

3
y + ǫxzkxk

2
y + ǫyzk

2
xky + k2

0kx(ǫxyǫyz − ǫxzǫyy) + k2
0ky(ǫxyǫxz − ǫxxǫyz)

]

,

e =k4
0(ǫxxǫyyǫzz + 2ǫxzǫxyǫyz − ǫxxǫ

2
yz − ǫyyǫ

2
xz − ǫzzǫ

2
xy) + 2k2

0kxky(ǫxzǫyz − ǫxyǫzz)

+ k2
0k

2
x(ǫ

2
xz − ǫxxǫzz − ǫxxǫyy + ǫ2xy) + k2

0k
2
y(ǫ

2
yz − ǫyyǫzz − ǫxxǫyy + ǫ2xy)

+ k2
xk

2
y(ǫxx + ǫyy) + 2kxky(k

2
x + k2

y)ǫxy + k4
xǫxx + k4

yǫyy .

(4.12)

Solving Eq. (4.11) in general yields four solutions kt
z,j with j = 1, 2, 3, 4. Consequently

there are four wavevectors kt
j = (kx, ky, k

t
z,j)

T and four refractive indices nt
j = |k

t
j|/k0. As

Yeh argued in [155], only two of the four wavevectors correspond to energy transmission

into +z direction. To pick them out, the time-averaged Poynting vector St
j associated with

a wavevector kt
j has to be known. For the calculation of St

j the associated electric field

vector needs to be calculated first.

Determination of electric field eigenvectors (Step II)

Following the treatment in [156] and using the plane wave ansatz Et
j(r) = E t

j exp(ik
t
j · r),

the waveequations in a homogeneous anisotropic medium with the dielectric tensor ǫ can

be formulated as an eigenvalue problem

Q
j
E

t
j = ΛjE

t
j and Λj

!
= −

1

(nt
j)

2
, (4.13)

where

Q
j
= ǫ−1







−k̂2
y − (k̂t

z,j)
2 k̂xk̂y k̂xk̂

t
z,j

k̂xk̂y −k̂2
x − (k̂t

z,j)
2 k̂yk̂

t
z,j

k̂xk̂
t
z,j k̂yk̂

t
z,j −k̂2

x − k̂2
y






(4.14)

and the normalized wavevector defined as (k̂x, k̂y, k̂
t
z,j)

T = k̂t
j = kt

j/|k
t
j|. Please note that

the four values of kt
j were previously calculated in Step I by solving Eq. (4.11). According

to Eq. (4.13), E t
j is an eigenvector of matrix Q

j
corresponding to the eigenvalue −1/(nt

j)
2.

Thus standard numerical eigenvalue solvers (as they are implemented e.g. in [157]) can

be used for solving the eigenvalue problem given by Eq. (4.13). The resulting eigenvectors

are normalized to Ê t
j = E t

j/|E
t
j | as defined in Eq. (4.9). The resulting eigenvalues of the

3×3 matrix Q
j
are Λ′j, Λ

′′
j and Λ

′′′
j . One of them equals zero and is therefore non-physical,
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while the other two non-zero values correspond to the two refractive indices of the crystal

for the direction k̂t
j.

Then the time-averaged Poynting vector can be calculated by

St
j ∼ Ê

t
j × (kt∗

j × Ê
t∗
j ) , (4.15)

where ∗ represents the complex conjugate. It turns out that only two of the four plane waves

have positive St
jz components. The two positive values can be now defined in Eq. (4.9) as

kt
α and Ê t

α, and kt
β and Ê t

β respectively. Please note that in Eq. (4.9) α
t and βt still are

unknown, as well as E r in Eq. (4.8).

Application of boundary conditions (Step III)

In the last step the boundary conditions

E i
x(x, y, 0) + Er

x(x, y, 0) = Et
αx(x, y, 0) + Et

βx(x, y, 0) ,

E i
y(x, y, 0) + Er

y(x, y, 0) = Et
αy(x, y, 0) + Et

βy(x, y, 0) ,

H i
x(x, y, 0) +Hr

x(x, y, 0) = Ht
αx(x, y, 0) +Ht

βx(x, y, 0) ,

H i
y(x, y, 0) +Hr

y(x, y, 0) = Ht
αy(x, y, 0) +Ht

βy(x, y, 0) ,

(4.16)

are to be applied at the interface where z = 0. For a plane wave, its magnetic field is

related to the electric field via the following relation [30]

H(r) =
1

ωµ0

k ×E(r) , (4.17)

and finally Eq. (4.16) can be written in the matrix form

M













E r
x

E r
y

αt

βt













=















E i
y

E i
x

(

ki
z +

k2x
kiz

)

E i
x +

kxky
kiz
E i
y

kxky
kiz
E i
x +

(

ki
z +

k2y
kiz

)

E i
y















, (4.18)

with

M =













0 −1 Ê t
αy Ê t

βy

−1 0 Ê t
αx Ê t

βx

ki
z +

k2x
kiz

kxky
kiz

kt
αzÊ

t
αx − kxÊ

t
αz kt

βzÊ
t
βx − kxÊ

t
βz

kxky
kiz

ki
z +

k2y
kiz

kt
αzÊ

t
αy − kyÊ

t
αz kt

βzÊ
t
βy − kyÊ

t
βz













. (4.19)
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Multiplying the inverse matrix M−1 on both sides of Eq. (4.18) leads to













E r
x

E r
y

αt

βt













= M−1















E i
y

E i
x

(

ki
z +

k2x
kiz
E i
x

)

+ kxky
kiz
E i
y

kxky
kiz
E i
x +

(

ki
z +

k2y
kiz

)

E i
y















. (4.20)

Now the unknown quantities E r
x, E

r
y, α

t and βt in Eq. (4.8) and Eq. (4.9) can be determined,

since the right-hand side of Eq. (4.20) is known. In Eq. (4.19)M is a non-diagonal matrix,

and consequently its inverseM−1 is also non-diagonal. Therefore polarization crosstalk be-

tween different electric field components may happen. As a result, the component operator

Caniso in Eq. (4.1) has a non-diagonal matrix structure.

Plane wave propagation inside anisotropic media

The propagation of a plane wave inside the anisotropic medium is completely governed

by Eq. (4.9). Once the electric field vectors E t
α = αtÊ t

α and E t
β = βtÊ t

β are known, the

plane waves can be calculated at arbitrary positions inside the anisotropic medium. For a

propagation over a distance d = zout − zin, z = d is substituted in Eq. (4.9). By applying

it to all the plane wave components, the angular spectrum of plane waves (SPW) operator

in the anisotropic medium can be obtained

Et(ρ, d) = FT−1
{

E
t
α(κ, d) + E

t
β(κ, d)

}

=
1

2π

∫∫ +∞

−∞

[

αt(κ)Ê t
α(κ) exp(ik

t
αzd) + βt(κ)Ê t

β(κ) exp(ik
t
βzd)

]

exp(iκ · ρ)dkxdky

(4.21)

which describes the intra-crystal diffraction effects of general fields. As shown in Eq. (4.21),

the angular spectrum for any κ consists of two parts. The propagation of these two parts

follows different rules, i.e., multiplication with exp(ikt
αzd) or exp(ik

t
βzd). Therefore during

the propagation in an anisotropic medium, the polarization state may change. Other

existing propagation methods in isotropic media based on the angular spectrum of plane

waves, like the Fresnel-integral, can also be extended to anisotropic cases in a similar way.

Plane wave refraction at a plane interface from ǫ into ǫt

Finally the refraction at the rear surface must be calculated to obtain the transmitted field

in the isotropic medium behind. The method is completely analogous to section 4.1. Thus

in the following the expressions of the plane waves and the coefficients matrix are given

briefly.
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The incident, reflected and transmitted plane waves can be expressed as

Ei(r) = αi
Ê

i
α exp(ik

i
α · r) + βi

Ê
i
β exp(ik

i
β · r) , (4.22)

Er(r) = αr
Ê

r
α exp(ik

r
α · r) + βr

Ê
r
β exp(ik

r
β · r) , (4.23)

Et(r) = E
t exp(ikt · r) . (4.24)

In this case, the incident and reflected plane waves are in the anisotropic medium. The

two incident plane waves in Eq. (4.22) share the same transverse wavevector component κ,

and as a consequence there is only one transmitted plane wave in the isotropic medium ǫt.

Following the procedure in section 4.1, first the unknown wavevectors are calculated. The

transmitted wavevector is found as kt = (kx, ky, k
t
z)

T with kt
z =

[

ǫtk2
0 − k2

x − k2
y

]1/2
. The

reflected wavevectors kr
α and kr

α need to be calculated by using the quartic in Eq. (4.11).

Then the associated electric field eigenvectors Ê r
α and Ê r

β can be found by solving the

eigenvalue-eigenvector problem in Eq. (4.13). Applying the boundary conditions yields

four linear equations in a matrix form

N













αr

βr

E t
x

E t
y













=













αiÊ i
αy + βiÊ i

βy

αiÊ i
αx + βiÊ i

βx

αi(ki
αzÊ

i
αx − kxÊ

i
αz) + βi(ki

βzÊ
i
βx − kxÊ

i
βz)

αi(ki
αzÊ

i
αy − kyÊ

i
αz) + βi(ki

βzÊ
i
βy − kyÊ

i
βz)













, (4.25)

with the matrix

N =













−Ê r
αy −Ê r

βy 0 1

−Ê r
αx −Ê r

βx 1 0

kxÊ
r
αz − kr

αzÊ
r
αx kxÊ

r
βz − kr

βzÊ
r
βx kt

z +
k2x
ktz

kxky
ktz

kyÊ
r
αz − kr

αzÊ
r
αy kyÊ

r
βz − kr

βzÊ
r
βy

kxky
ktz

kt
z +

k2y
ktz













. (4.26)

Multiplying N−1 on both sides of Eq. (4.25) results in













αr

βr

E t
x

E t
y













= N−1













αiÊ i
αy + βiÊ i

βy

αiÊ i
αx + βiÊ i

βx

αi(ki
αzÊ

i
αx − kxÊ

i
αz) + βi(ki

βzÊ
i
βx − kxÊ

i
βz)

αi(ki
αzÊ

i
αy − kyÊ

i
αz) + βi(ki

βzÊ
i
βy − kyÊ

i
βz)













. (4.27)

The matrix multiplication in Eq. (4.27) ends up with the terms (E t
x, E

t
y) of the transmitted

plane wave in the isotropic medium behind the crystal. Finally Eq. (4.4) can be used for

constructing the output field V out behind the anisotropic crystal.
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4.2 Simulation of Crystals with Thermal Lensing,

Stress-Induced Birefringence and Nonlinear Gain

Saturation

In the previous section a rigorous non-diagonal component operator for the simulation

of light propagation through homogeneous, linear and anisotropic crystals was discussed.

Such crystals are typically used in laser resonators for polarization control. However for

the simulation of active laser crystals which amplify the light the above given model is not

suitable, because it does not contain any gain process. Furthermore due to conversion of

pump light into heat, typically there is a temperature profile in the crystal resulting in an

optically inhomogeneous medium.

In literature there are plenty of different simulation techniques available for the calcula-

tion of light propagation through active laser crystals. There are geometrical optics based

techniques [24–26,140,158], which, on the one hand, are typically numerically efficient but

on the other hand do not include all physical relevant effects. In contrast direct solvers of

Maxwell’s equations (like FDTD [35,159] or FEM [31,160]) provide high simulation accu-

racy but suffer from high numerical effort. Furthermore there are simulation techniques

customized for certain types of input fields (e.g. Gaussian beams [9,71,74,161]) and/or for

certain refractive index distributions within the crystal [71, 162, 163]. Beam propagation

methods provide a good compromise between numerical effort and simulation accuracy.

They are either based on a finite difference approach [46, 47, 164, 165] or on a split-step

technique [10, 44, 45]. Split-step beam propagation methods have the advantage that they

are based on the numerically efficient fast Fourier Transformation (FFT). Thus in this sec-

tion a vectorial split-step beam propagation method (vBPM) for light propagation through

active laser crystals is given. This component operator is based on the vectorial Helmholtz

equation1 describing light propagation through a weakly inhomogeneous, nonlinear and

birefringent medium. The Helmholtz equation is solved by a vBPM which is based on the

work of Thylen and Yevick [44]. It is extended by a novel semi-analytical approach for the

numerically efficient inclusion of light amplification effects within the vBPM. In addition

to the material model for light amplification it is shown how material models for stress-

induced birefringence and thermal lensing are included in the non-diagonal component

operator.

1Due to the modeling of light propagation by the vectorial Helmholtz equation this vBPM neglects
refraction and depolarization effects at the front and end surfaces of the crystal (like most of the beam
propagation methods). In principle this limitation might be overcome by developing an interface operator
describing the light propagation through an interface, as it was done for the homogeneous crystal in the
previous section.
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Fundamentals of the vectorial beam propagation method

Light propagation through a weakly birefringent and nonlinear medium with weak refrac-

tive index inhomogeneities given by the dielectric tensor

ǫ(r,V ) =







ǫ11(r,V ) ǫ12(r,V ) ǫ13(r,V )

ǫ21(r,V ) ǫ22(r,V ) ǫ23(r,V )

ǫ31(r,V ) ǫ32(r,V ) ǫ33(r,V )






(4.28)

can be described by the Helmholtz equation in matrix form [44]:

(

I
∂2

∂z2
−M 2

)

(

V1

V2

)

= 0 (4.29)

with the identity matrix I and the matrix

M 2 = −

(

∇2
⊥ + k2

0ǫ11(r,V ) k2
0ǫ12(r,V )

k2
0ǫ21(r,V ) ∇2

⊥ + k2
0ǫ22(r,V )

)

. (4.30)

Here ∇2
⊥ = ( ∂2

∂2x
+ ∂2

∂2y
) is the transversal nabla operator, r = (x, y, z)T is the position

vector and k0 is the wavenumber in vacuum. Using the assumption of weak birefringence,

nonlinearity and inhomogeneity effects in the active medium, the tensor components of

ǫ(r,V ) in Eq. (4.30) can be approximated by [44]

ǫαβ(r,V ) = (n0 + ñαβ(r,V ))2 ≈ n2
0 + 2n0ñαβ(r,V ) (4.31)

with the indices α = 1, 2 and β = 1, 2. n0 is the complex linear, isotropic and homogeneous

refractive index share of ǫ(r,V ). ñαβ(r,V ) represents the complex nonlinear, anisotropic

and inhomogeneous refractive index shares and can be splitted in

ñαβ(r,V ) = ∆ntherm
αβ (r) + ∆nbirefring

αβ (r,V ) + ∆ngain
αβ (r,V ). (4.32)

Here ∆ntherm
αβ (r), ∆nbirefring

αβ (r,V ) and ∆ngain
αβ (r,V ) separately describe the effect of thermal

lensing, stress-induced birefringence and nonlinear gain on the refractive index. The actual

structure of these variables will be discussed in detail in the following subsections.

The Helmholtz equation given by Eq. (4.29) is solved in the following by a vBPM to

calculate the light propagation through the active component. The complex amplitude

Vℓ(x, y, z0 + L) of a harmonic field in a plane perpendicular to the optical axis, located at
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the axial position z0 + L at the end of the active component, can be calculated from the

field Vℓ(x, y, z0) in front of the active component by:

(

V1(z0 + L)

V2(z0 + L)

)

=
S
∏

s=1

[

P
SPW
s

(

∆z

2

)

C
NL
s

(

z0 +

(

s−
1

2

)

∆z

)

P
SPW
s

(

∆z

2

)]

(

V1(z0)

V2(z0)

)

(4.33)

with the number of vBPM steps S = L/∆z. Here L represents the total propagation

distance and ∆z a single split-step distance. Please note that the (x, y) variable dependency

of the field was skipped only for better readability. PSPW
s is the angular spectrum of plane

waves operator [103], given by the diagonal operator:

P
SPW
s

(

∆z

2

)

=

(

PSPW 0

0 PSPW

)

(4.34)

with

PSPWVℓ(ρρρ, z0) = F
−1

{

F [Vℓ(ρρρ, z0)] exp

[

ikz
∆z

2

]}

. (4.35)

Here F is the Fourier transformation with the conjugate variables ρ = (x, y)T and κ =

(kx, ky)
T. Furthermore there is kz =

(

k2 − k2
x − k2

y

)(1/2)
with the wavenumber k = 2π

λ
n0 and

the vacuum wavelength λ. Fig. 4.4 illustrates the split-step vBPM given by Eq. (4.33). The

Figure 4.4 – Schematic illustration of the symmetrized vBPM for light propagation through
an active laser medium: the component is subdivided into segments of width ∆z. Within a
segment only linear effects, like diffraction or linear absorption, are included in the angular
spectrum of plane waves operators PSPW

s . The effect of nonlinearity is introduced by the
nonlinear operators CNL

s in the center of the segments (represented by dashed lines).

operator CNL
s

(

z0 +
(

s− 1
2

)

∆z
)

on the right hand side of Eq. (4.33) describes the influence
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of the nonlinear, inhomogeneous and birefringence terms of the active component and is

modeled by the non-diagonal operator:

C
NL
s

(

z0 +

(

s−
1

2

)

∆z

)

=

(

CNL
11,s CNL

12,s

CNL
21,s CNL

22,s

)

(4.36)

with

CNL
αβ,s = exp

(

i
2π

λ

∫ z0+s∆z

z0+(s−1)∆z

ñαβ(z
′,V )dz′

)

(4.37)

for α = 1, 2 and β = 1, 2. ñαβ(z
′,V ) can be interpreted locally as the nonlinear, anisotropic

and inhomogeneous contribution of the active component’s refractive index and is equal

to the expression given by Eq. (4.32). For better readability the (x, y) dependency was

skipped in the notation. Consequently the integral on the right hand side of Eq. (4.37)

describes the optical path length introduced to rays propagating parallel to the optical

axis due to this residual refractive index. The contribution of gain can be separated by

substituting Eq. (4.32) into Eq. (4.37) resulting in:

CNL
αβ,s = C

gain
αβ,s · C

t+b
αβ,s (4.38)

with

Cgainαβ,s = exp

(

i
2π

λ

∫ z0+s∆z

z0+(s−1)∆z

∆ngain
αβ (z′,V )dz′

)

(4.39)

and with

Ct+b
αβ,s = exp

[

i
2π

λ

∫ z0+s∆z

z0+(s−1)∆z

(

∆ntherm
αβ (z′) + ∆nbirefring

αβ (z′,V )
)

dz′
]

. (4.40)

For small slab sizes ∆z the integral in Eq. (4.40) can be approximately solved numerically,

ending up with the nonlinear operator

Ct+b
αβ,s ≈ exp

{

i
2∆zπ

λ

[

∆ntherm
αβ

(

z0 +

(

s−
1

2

)

∆z

)

+∆nbirefring
αβ

(

z0 +

(

s−
1

2

)

∆z,V

)]}

.

(4.41)

In principle also the integral in Eq. (4.39) can be approximated in the same way as

Eq. (4.41). However, especially for large small-signal gain or strong nonlinear gain sat-

uration inside the active medium, this approximation would require a very small vBPM

step size ∆z which would increase the computational effort. That is why in the following

subsection a novel semi-analytical solution of the integral in Eq. (4.39) is introduced, end-

ing up with a larger acceptable step size ∆z and consequently a more numerically efficient

vBPM.
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To avoid aliasing effects within the vBPM due to propagation of the electric field to

the edge of the computational window in a transverse plane (x, y) an absorbing boundary

condition must be introduced. The absorber function, which is applied on both field

components after each nonlinear operation CNL
s , is given in Eq. (3) of Jaijonmaa’s work

[166]. For the realistic simulation of light propagation through the active laser medium

by the vBPM, the effects of thermal lensing, birefringence and gain saturation have to

be included by the corresponding terms in Eqs. (4.39) and (4.41). The structure of these

terms is discussed in the following subsections.

Inclusion of gain by rate equations

In section 2.4 it was shown that the cw light amplification of a global plane wave within

an active medium can be described by the Lambert-Beer law (Eq. (2.68)) and a quasi-

stationary solution of the rate equation system. In the section above it was also shown

that the integral on the right hand side of Eq. (4.39) describes the optical path length intro-

duced to rays propagating parallel to the optical axis. These rays can be interpreted locally

as plane waves. Thus the Lambert-Beer law approximately describes the cw light amplifi-

cation of these local plane waves. For the interpretation of the complex value ∆ngain
αβ (r,V )

in Eq. (4.39), the Lambert-Beer law given by Eq. (2.68) can be formally solved by

I(z0 +∆z) = I(z0) exp

(∫ z0+∆z

z0

g(z′)dz′
)

(4.42)

which has a structure equal to that of Eq. (4.39). Consequently if polarization cross-talk

by the light amplification effect itself is neglected, the gain coefficient g in Eq. (4.42) is

related to ∆ngain
αβ (r,V ) in Eq. (4.39) by:

i
2π

λ
2∆ngain

αβ (r,V ) = g (4.43)

for α = β and ∆ngain
αβ (r,V ) = 0 for α 6= β. However of course polarization cross-talk

due to stress-induced birefringence is separately included by the term ∆nbirefring
αβ . Please

note that the additional factor 2 on the left hand side of Eq. (4.43) is due to the fact that

Eq. (4.39) is formulated for fields Vℓ and Eq. (4.42) is formulated for intensities I. Fields

and intensities are related with each other through Eq. (2.69). The gain coefficient g in

Eq. (4.43) depends on the energy level diagram of the active medium and its corresponding

system of rate equations. Corresponding analytical expressions for g are given in section
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2.4 and in appendix B. For example in the case of a 4-level-energy-diagram Eq. (2.76) is

substituted in Eq. (4.43) resulting in:

∆ngain
αβ (r,V ) ≈

λ

i4π

g0

1 + I
ILs

. (4.44)

for α = β with the small-signal gain

g0 = ηpσ12N
Ip
Ips

(4.45)

and the saturation intensity ILs . In principle now Eq. (4.44) can be substituted into the op-

erator given by Eq. (4.39) which can be solved approximately in the same way as Eq. (4.41).

However to ensure a fixed operator accuracy this approximated numerical integration re-

quires a decreasing vBPM step size ∆z for an increasing small-signal gain g0 and for a

decreasing saturation intensity Is. Therefore in the following a semi-analytical solution

of the integral given in Eq. (4.39) is suggested. This semi-analytical solution in principle

works for any step size ∆z as long as the small signal gain g0 can be assumed to be z invari-

ant within this step. Consequently, this semi-analytical vBPM operator is not limited in

its accuracy by the integration over the nonlinear gain saturation factor ∆ngain
αβ anymore.

Only thermal lensing, birefringence and diffraction effects are finally limiting the maximum

step size of the vBPM for a given operator accuracy.

The operator given by Eq. (4.39) can be expressed by the two first-order differential

equations
dVℓ

dz
=
1

2

g0
1 + (|V1|2 + |V2|2) /V 2

sat

Vℓ , ℓ = 1, 2 (4.46)

with

V 2
sat =

ILs
Re(n0)

ǫ0
2
c

(4.47)

where ∆ngain
αβ (r,V ) was substituted by the expression given in Eq. (4.44). As shown in

appendix C, the exact solution of Eq. (4.46) is

Vℓ(z0 +∆z) =

[

V 2
sat

|V1(z0)|2 + |V2(z0)|2
W

(

1

V 2
sat

exp (g0∆z + c1)

)](1/2)

Vℓ(z0) , ℓ = 1, 2

(4.48)

with

c1 = ln
(

|V1(z0)|
2 + |V2(z0)|

2
)

+

(

|V1(z0)|
2 + |V2(z0)|

2

V 2
sat

)

. (4.49)

Please note that there is no explicit analytical expression for the LambertW function, which

is implicitly defined by a = W (a) exp [W (a)] [167]. Nevertheless there are several math

libraries available which can calculate W (a) numerically (see e.g. [183]). However these

math libraries are typically limited in their applicability for larger g0 and/or small V
2
sat.
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Especially the exponential dependency of Eq. (4.48) on g0 is crucial. The argument ofW in

Eq. (4.48) might exceed the maximum possible value which can be expressed by a number

in the floating-point format. In the examples which are shown in section 5.3, this was the

case and it was not possible to apply any math library directly on Eq. (4.48). However,

especially for large g0 and/or small V
2
sat, a semi-analytical inclusion of the non-linear gain is

essential to increase the vBPM step-size ∆z. Fortunately there is an approximate explicit

expression for W (a) which is particularly suitable for large arguments a [167,168]:

W (a) ≈ ln(a)− ln ln(a) +
ln ln(a)

ln(a)
. (4.50)

Please note that for the calculation of the intensity I of the resonator mode the intensities

of the forward and backward propagating waves I+ and I− must be taken into account for

stable or unstable standing wave cavities using the equation:

I = I+ + I−. (4.51)

Here the assumption that several slightly different axial modes oscillate with the same

transversal mode in the resonator is used [71, 83]. Since the intensity minima of differ-

ent axial modes are located at different axial positions, spatial hole burning can be ne-

glected. This assumption is reasonable for several realistic solid-state lasers. Furthermore

the axial modes are incoherent to each other, due to their slightly different wavelengths.

Consequently it is suitable to model only one axial mode to represent all oscillating axial

modes in the cavity and neglect the interference between the counterpropagating waves

in Eq. (4.51). If the resonator round trip operator is built up according to Eq. (3.7),

two vBPM propagation operators given by Eq. (4.33) are required. One vBPM operator

is used to propagate the light in +z direction ending up with the intensity distribution

I+(x, y, z) within the active medium volume. The distribution is stored in order to calcu-

late Eq. (4.51) in the second vBPM operator, which describes light propagation in reverse

direction. Then the second vBPM operator calculates and stores I−(x, y, z). Now again

the forward propagation can be performed using I−(x, y, z) of the previous step, ending up

with a new I+(x, y, z). This procedure can be repeated iteratively till a convergence of the

round trip operator result is reached. Expressions of g and the resulting semi-analytical

formulation of the vBPM for other energy-level-diagrams in the stationary case can be

found in a similar way.

Inclusion of thermal lensing

An inhomogeneous temperature distribution T (x, y, z) within the volume of a solid-state

active medium induces thermal dispersion and birefringence [17,169,182]. The temperature
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distribution is brought about by the generation of heat Q(x, y, z) due to non-radiative

relaxation processes in an inhomogeneous pumped active medium, in combination with heat

flow to the outer periphery due to cooling [83]. Due to the cw operation of the laser, it will

be assumed in the following that the inhomogeneous temperature distribution is constant

over time. In literature there is a huge variety of possibilities for how the 3D temperature

distribution T (x, y, z) in a solid-state active medium can be obtained. In principle these

techniques can be classified into simulation and experimental measurement techniques and

their useful application depends on the concrete situation of the resonator setup, pump

distribution, active medium material and so on. Interested readers are referred to [5, 170–

172] for different simulation approaches and to [173, 174] for experimental measurement

techniques.

Once the stationary temperature distribution is obtained from one of the above given

approaches, thermal dispersion and consequently thermal lensing, which is also sometimes

called thermal beam distortion, can be calculated using vBPM. If an isotropic thermal

dispersion is assumed, the term ∆ntherm
αβ (r) in Eq. (4.32) can be calculated from the tem-

perature distribution by a Taylor series:

∆ntherm
αβ (r) =







dn
dT
(T − T0) +

1
2
d2n
dT 2 (T − T0)

2 + ... for α = β

0 else
(4.52)

where T0 should be chosen close to the average operation temperature of the active medium.

The thermal coefficients dn
dT

, d2n
dT 2 , ... can be fitted from experimental measurements of the

refractive index for different temperatures. For Nd:YAG the coefficient dn
dT

is around

7.3 × 10−61/◦K for T0 = 40◦C [175]. Please note that in Eq. (4.52) the refractive index

share due to thermal lensing is not a function of the resonator mode V because a linear

material response is assumed. In principle it is also possible to get ∆ntherm
αβ (r) directly by

measurements. Direct measurement techniques for the determination of the thermal lenses

are described e.g. in [15, 176].

Inclusion of stress-induced birefringence

Besides isotropic thermal dispersion, an inhomogeneous temperature distribution results

in anisotropic mechanical stress in solid-state active media. Due to the photoelastic effect

this stress induces birefringence which can be described according to [16] by an indicatrix

(B0
xx+∆Bxx)x

2+(B0
yy+∆Byy)y

2+(B0
zz+∆Bzz)z

2+2∆Bxyxy+2∆Bxzxz+2∆Byzyz = 1

(4.53)
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with the principal coordinate system axes x, y, z and the relative dielectric impermeabilities

B0
xx, B

0
yy, B

0
zz of the unperturbed active medium’s indicatrix. The changes of the relative

dielectric impermeability tensor

∆Bij =
∑

kl

pijklǫ̂kl , (4.54)

with the indices i, j, k, l = 1, 2, 3, are caused by the strain tensor ǫ̂kl and the photoelastic

fourth-rank tensor pijkl. Depending on the temperature profile, the strain tensor can

be obtained from analytical formulas [16, 172] or from a finite-element analysis [18, 178].

Please note that for the calculation of Eq. (4.54) the strain tensor and the photoelastic

tensor must be in the same crystal coordinate system given by the crystal cut direction [16].

If necessary, the tensors have to be transformed into the desired coordinate system using

coordinate rotations [16]. In this work the changes of the relative dielectric impermeability

tensor are calculated by the photoelastic tensor. Furthermore it is possible to calculate the

photoelastic tensor by

pijkl =
∑

mn

qijmnCmnkl (4.55)

from the piezo-optic tensor qijmn and the elasticity tensor Cklmn. Tabulated tensor data

for many crystals can be found in [179, 180]. Please note that in the literature given

above the tensor data were measured for temperature regions which might be different

from the operation temperature region of the actual active medium. In this case the

photoelastic tensor or the piezo-optic tensor could be measured e.g. by interferometry [181].

Before the contribution of nbirefring
αβ (r,V ) on the nonlinear vBPM step given by the operator

CNL
s

(

z0 +
(

s− 1
2

)

∆z
)

in Eq. (4.36) and Eq. (4.37) is derived, please note that the operator

CNL
s

(

z0 +
(

s− 1
2

)

∆z
)

can be interpreted locally as a multiplication of the incident field

with a polarization and position-dependent optical path length. This optical path length

is obtained by adding up the optical paths of rays propagating parallel to the optical axis

within one vBPM slab with thickness ∆z. As illustrated in Fig. 4.5 different optical path

lengths for different positions ρ = (x, y)T in the initial transversal plane z0+(s− 1)∆z are

obtained due to the inhomogeneous ñαβ(z
′,V ) distribution. To include the polarization

dependency of the optical path length due to birefringence, each ray carries the local electric

field vector (V1(r), V2(r))
T. For small slab thicknesses ∆z it is allowed to assume that the

direction of the rays does not change within a single nonlinear vBPM step. Consequently

all rays, which can also be interpreted locally as plane waves, propagate in the normalized

direction û = (0, 0, 1)T and for each ray there are principal axes of the indicatrix given by

Eq. (4.53). Therefore the eigenvalue problem [16]

(

B0
xx +∆Bxx ∆Bxy

∆Byx B0
yy +∆Byy

)(

V1(r)

V2(r)

)

=
1

n2

(

V1(r)

V2(r)

)

(4.56)
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Figure 4.5 – Physical interpretation of a single nonlinear vBPM operation CNL
s within a

single slab with thickness ∆z: the result of the operation is obtained by mapping the complex
optical path length (OPL) introduced by the complex refractive index modulation within the
slab onto the initial field distribution (V1, V2)

T, which is sampled on a transversal grid ρn.
Due to the small slab thickness and a paraxial initial field, the OPL can be evaluated along
rays propagating parallel to the optical axis. Each transversal grid point is the origin of a
ray/local plane wave with a certain polarization vector V in the transversal x-y-plane. Due
to the stress-induced birefringence, the OPL for each ray/local plane wave has to be evaluated
for the two orthogonal polarization components parallel to the principal axes α′ and β′. Due
to the position-dependent nature of the electric permittivity tensor of the active medium,
for each ray another orientation and shape of the indicatrix must be considered in the OPL
analysis. In the left part of the figure two example indicatrices for different rays with different
polarization vectors V are given.

has to be solved, ending up with the two eigenvalues 1/n2
x′ and 1/n

2
y′ . The directions of the

two orthogonal axes in the x−y-plane are given by the eigenvectors Vx′ and Vy′ . Before the

optical path length of each ray is evaluated in the nonlinear vBPM step, it is convenient

to project the polarization vector in the x-y-coordinate system onto the principal x′-y′-

coordinate system. So the nonlinear vBPM operator given by Eqs. (4.36) and (4.37) can

be rewritten as:

C
NL
s =

(

C
Proj
s

)−1

(

CNL
11,s 0

0 CNL
22,s

)

C
Proj
s (4.57)

with

CNL
α′α′,s = exp

(

i
2π

λ

∫ z0+s∆z

z0+(s−1)∆z

ñα′α′(z
′,V )dz′

)

, (4.58)
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for α′ = 1, 2, and the polarization vector projection operator

C
Proj
s

(

V1(ρ)

V2(ρ)

)

=

(

V1(ρ)

V2(ρ)

)

· Vx′(ρ)

|Vx′(ρ)|
Vx′(ρ) +

(

V1(ρ)

V2(ρ)

)

· Vy′(ρ)

|Vy′(ρ)|
Vy′(ρ) (4.59)

per position ρ = (x, y)T in the transversal plane in front of slab s. After the nonlinear

vBPM step, the inverse projection operator
(

CProj
s

)−1
projects the polarization vector back

into the original x-y-coordinate system. Finally there is

ñα′β′(z
′,V ) = ∆ntherm

α′β′ (r) + ∆nbirefring
α′β′ (r,V ) + ∆ngain

α′β′(r,V ). (4.60)

Due to the assumption of an isotropic behavior of the thermal lensing and nonlinear gain

effects, the terms ntherm
α′β′ and ∆ngain

α′β′ are equal to the corresponding terms in the x-y-

coordinate system given by Eq. (4.52) and Eq. (4.44). If a dielectric active crystal is

assumed which has an isotropic behavior in the absence of stress, there is B0
xx = B0

yy = B0

and ∆Bxy = ∆Byx. In this case the eigenvalue problem given by Eq. (4.56) has the two

solutions [16]:

1/n2
x′ = B0 +

1

2
(∆Bxx +∆Byy) +

1

2

[

(∆Bxx −∆Byy)
2 + 4∆B2

xy

]1/2
(4.61)

and

1/n2
y′ = B0 +

1

2
(∆Bxx +∆Byy)−

1

2

[

(∆Bxx −∆Byy)
2 + 4∆B2

xy

]1/2
. (4.62)

Consequently ∆nbirefring
α′β′ (r,V ) can be expressed by [16]:

∆nbirefring
α′β′ (r,V ) =



















−
n3
0

2
( 1
n2
x′
−B0) for α′ = β′ = 1

−
n3
0

2
( 1
n2
y′
− B0) for α′ = β′ = 2

0 else

(4.63)



Chapter 5

Applications and Numerical

Examples

In the previous chapters a generalized Fox-Li algorithm was introduced for the fully vecto-

rial and flexible analysis of cw solid-state laser resonators. In this chapter several different

examples are given to demonstrate the novel theoretical concepts. The concepts were

implemented in the commercial field tracing software VirtualLab [177]. Furthermore the

accuracy of the concepts is proven by the simulation of a real-world laser resonator and

the comparison between published experimental and simulation results. Finally the tech-

niques are applied in section 5.3 to improve the beam quality and output power of a cw

Nd:YAG laser suffering from thermal lensing, stress-induced birefringence and nonlinear

gain saturation.

5.1 Simulation of Resonator with Brewster Window

The first example is used to demonstrate the influence of different round trip operator

structures on the solution of Eq. (3.12) according to Fig. 3.6 in the absence of an active

medium. Therefore in a first step a diagonal round trip operator is used for the resonator

simulation. After that polarization cross-talk effects are included in the simulation, end-

ing up with a non-diagonal round trip operator. Fig. 5.1 gives the example resonator

setup to be investigated. It is a resonator with plane mirrors (M1 and M2) including a

3 mm thick Brewster window (BW). The BW is made of fused silica (refractive index

n = 1.4574 @ 632.8 nm) and is placed under a tilt angle of 55.544 degrees with respect to

the optical axis z inside the cavity. Also a Galileo’s telescope (GT) is used for beam expan-

sion inside the resonator. It is built by a negative lens with two concave spherical surfaces

with radius of curvature r = 52.02 mm each and a central thickness of 3 mm. The positive

lens is made by two convex spherical surfaces with radius of curvature r = 102.6 mm each

and central thickness of 3 mm. Both lenses are made of N-BK7 (n = 1.5155 @ 632.8 nm),

73
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Figure 5.1 – Resonator with plane mirrors M1 and M2, Brewster window (BW) and intra-
cavity Galileo’s telescope (GT). Round trip operator consists of different component operators
in forward (C1 to C3, C9 to C10) and backward (C4 to C8) direction and free-space propaga-
tion operators between the optical components (P1,0 to P10,9) to calculate the transversal
dominant eigenmode Vℓ(x, y, z0) in the plane of the telescope aperture (denoted by dashed
line).

so that the telescope expands the beam diameter by a factor of around 2. It is assumed

that the axial mode inside the cavity has a wavelength of 632.8 nm. Mirror M1 and M2

have a circular aperture with a 4 mm diameter. Mirror M1 has a reflectance of R = 1.

The outcoupling Mirror M2 has a reflectance R = 0.95. Furthermore, in the target plane

z = z0 there is a circular aperture with a 1 mm diameter in front of the negative telescope

lens, where the transversal resonator eigenmode Vℓ(x, y, z0) is calculated.

Different component operators are used for the different subdomains of the resonators.

In practice component and free-space propagation operators which give a good compromise

between numerical effort and simulation accuracy are chosen. To illustrate the difference

between diagonal and non-diagonal round trip operators, the resonator analysis is per-

formed twice, using two different component operators for the Brewster window. The

remaining operators per component (C1 to C10) are unchanged for both analyses. They are

given in Table 5.1.

In the first analysis the component operator of the BW is the diagonal Jones matrix

given by Eq. (3.19). Consequently there is a diagonal round trip operator which neglects

polarization cross-talk effects. In the second analysis, a combination of the SPW operator

given by Eq. (2.30) and (2.31) (for the propagation inside the homogeneous glass) and the

rigorous interface operator discussed on page 40ff. for the simulation of the Fresnel losses

at both interfaces of the Brewster window is applied. It is important to note that in the

second analysis cross-talk between the Ex and Ey field components is included. This means

that for the second analysis the round trip operator is non-diagonal.
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Table 5.1 – Component operators used in different domains of the resonator setup given in
Fig. 5.1. The corresponding equations or references for the component operators are given
in brackets.

Component operator Simulation technique used

C1 Collins Integral [48–50]

C2 Collins Integral [48–50]

C3 TEA (Eq. (3.25))

C4 Collins Integral [48–50]

C5 Collins Integral [48–50]

C6 TEA (Eq. (3.25))

C7 Interface Op. (see page 40ff.) or Jones Matrix (Eq. (3.19))

C8 TEA (Eq. (3.25))

C9 Interface Op. (see page 40ff.) or Jones Matrix (Eq. (3.19))

C10 TEA (Eq. (3.25))

In the field tracing based round trip operator concept given by Eq. (3.7) it is also possible

to combine the simulation of several subdomains of the resonator by a single propagation

technique. Due to the paraxiality of the telescope (formally described by the operators

C2P2,1C1P1,0 and P6,5C5P5,4C4) the Collins integral [48–50] can be used to simulate the

complete telescope within one step in each propagation direction. For the remaining free-

space propagation operators (P3,2, P4,3 and P7,6 to P10,9) the SPW operator given by

Eqs. (2.30) and (2.31) is used.

After the formulation of the round trip operatorR the corresponding eigenvalue problem

given by Eq. (3.12) is solved using the iterative power method given by Eq. (3.38) including

the normalization factor given by Eq. (3.43) due to the absence of an active medium. After

each iteration the term |γ
(j)
ℓ | is calculated according to Eq. (3.41). The convergence of the

iterative power method is monitored using the deviation term

σ
(j)
ℓ :=

∫∫

∣

∣

∣
V

(j)
ℓ (x, y, z0)− V

(j+1)
ℓ (x, y, z0) exp

[

iφ
(j)
ℓ

]∣

∣

∣

2

dxdy
∫∫

|V
(j)
ℓ (x, y, z0)|2dxdy

(5.1)

between adjacent round trip iteration results V
(j)
ℓ (x, y, z0) and V

(j+1)
ℓ (x, y, z0) in the target

plane (x, y, z0) and with φ
(j)
ℓ given by Eq. (3.50).
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Figure 5.2 – Evolution of resonator round trip losses in terms of |γ
(j)
ℓ | for Ex(= V1) com-

ponent (a) and Ey(= V2) component (b). Separate absolute eigenvalues are obtained for
different polarization components, due to the diagonal resonator round trip operator used.

Figure 5.3 – Amplitude of the dominant transversal resonator eigenmode obtained after
600 iterations. The eigenmode is linearly polarized purely in Ey, due to the diagonal res-
onator round trip operator used. Its non-Gaussian shape is mainly caused by the intracavity
aperture.

Brewster window modeled by diagonal Jones Matrix

At first the resonator analysis is performed by using the diagonal Jones matrix given by

Eq. (3.19) to simulate the Brewster window. In this case the diagonal round trip operator

results in a decoupling between the Ex(= V1) and Ey(= V2) components, ending up with

two separate eigenvalue problems. Thus as shown in Fig. 5.2 the terms |γ
(j)
ℓ | converge to

two different absolute eigenvalues |γℓ| = limj→∞ |γ
(j)
ℓ | for ℓ = 1, 2. From the eigenvalues

it can be seen that the Ex component experiences higher round trip losses than the Ey

component. This results in an a linearly polarized dominant resonator eigenmode with

component Ey only, given in Fig. 5.3. In Fig. 5.3 just the Ey field component is shown,

because it has a 1086 times larger amplitude than the Ex component. The corresponding

deviation σ
(j)
2 for the Ey component is given in logarithmic scaling in Fig. 5.4. It clearly

shows the convergence of the eigenmode.
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Figure 5.4 – Evolution of deviation σ
(j)
2 between adjacent iteration results for the Ey compo-

nent obtained by the diagonal round trip operator. Only the deviation of the Ey component
is shown, because its amplitude has a 1086 times larger amplitude than the Ex component.
For better illustration, the vertical axis was scaled logarithmically.

Brewster window modeled by non-diagonal Interface Operator

Figure 5.5 – Amplitude of the vectorial dominant transversal resonator eigenmode obtained
after 400 iterations for its Ex component (a) and its Ey component (b). There is a different
shape between both field components due to the application of the non-diagonal round trip
operator, which includes polarization cross-talk.

In the case of the non-diagonal round trip operator the dominant resonator eigenmode

obtained after 400 iterations is given in Fig. 5.5. Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 show the corresponding

convergence of |γ
(j)
ℓ | and σ

(j)
ℓ for Ex and Ey components. In the beginning there are

different round trip losses for the two polarization directions due to the different Fresnel

reflection losses at the Brewster window, resulting in a strong decay of the power of the

Ex component. Finally the laser will oscillate with almost linear Ey-polarized light, which

is typically the case for intracavity Brewster window arrangements [71]. However, due to

the cross-talk described in Eq. (3.12), the round trip losses in steady state for the Ex and

Ey components are the same, so that a small Ex component will remain. In any case, the

values of γℓ for both polarization components in steady state have to be equal for non-

diagonal round trip operators, due to polarization cross-talk. The physical interpretation

can be directly concluded from the solution by the iterative power method: let’s assume
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that there exists a set of coupled operator equations with different steady state solutions γℓ.

In this case there would be different round trip losses and/or phase shifts for the different

polarization components, resulting in a change of power ratio and/or phase between the Ex

and Ey components. Due to the polarization cross-talk this power and/or phase relation

change would directly influence the non-diagonal operators, resulting in a changing round

trip operator. Due to the changing round trip operator, the γℓ of both components would

also change. This change will go on till the round trip losses and phase shifts are equal for

both polarization components. So coupled operator equations will always tend to steady

state solutions with equal γℓ for both polarization components. Only the eigenvalues γℓ for

both field components are equal. As shown in Fig. 5.5 the two polarization components

representing the dominant eigenmode of the resonator can be significantly different for Ex

and Ey. Please note again that even a polarization cross-talk as weak as the one that

appears at a plane Brewster window is sufficient to couple the problem in Eq. (3.12).

Figure 5.6 – Evolution of resonator round trip losses in terms of |γ
(j)
ℓ | for Ex component

(a) and Ey component (b) in the case of the non-diagonal round trip operator. Due to the
polarization cross-talk the round trip losses degenerate to the same value for both components
in steady state.

Figure 5.7 – Evolution of deviation σ
(j)
ℓ between adjacent iteration results for Ex component

(a) and Ey component (b) in the case of the non-diagonal round trip operator. For better
illustration, the vertical axes were scaled logarithmically.
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The polarization cross-talk is also essential for explaining the non-monotonous decay

of the deviation given in Fig. 5.7. Fox and Li [7, 8] showed that in the case of the scalar

eigenvalue problem, the relative change between adjacent iteration results of the power

method is decaying monotonous. For the vectorial case, this would mean that the devia-

tion σ
(j)
ℓ always decays for an increasing number of iterations. However, as seen in Fig. 5.7

this is not the case for general vectorial coupled problems. The reason is that the iterative

power method was started by an initial field with different random phases for the Ex and

Ey components. Due to this fortuitousness of the polarization of the initial vectors, the

different polarization components have a different size of the nonzero projection in the

direction of the eigenmode associated with the dominant eigenvalue. So in the uncoupled

case both initial components would need a different number of iterations to reach specific

accuracy of the eigenmode. However, due to the component coupling, a change of one

component directly influences the round trip operator of the other component, which con-

sequently changes the component output. So the fluctuation of the deviation is caused

by the adaption of the proximity to the solution of the different components. Anyway, as

seen in Fig. 5.7, the overall tendency of the deviation is decaying so that the solution of

the eigenvalue problem clearly converges to a deviation threshold of approximately 10−4.

Further iterations will not lead to a lower deviation than the deviation threshold. This is

due to the limited numerical accuracy of the round trip operator. An increase of the round

trip operator accuracy would decrease the deviation threshold, but also might increase

the computational effort. Also the deviation threshold strongly depends on the simulation

technique used. This can be clearly seen if the deviation evolution of the ideal Brewster

window modeled by the Jones matrix is compared with the more realistic modeling by the

interface operator. Obviously the accuracy of the round trip operator is mainly limited

by the numerical accuracy of the interface operator. That is why there is no deviation

threshold in Fig. 5.4.

In section 3.4 two vector extrapolation based eigenvalue solvers, namely the RRE and

the MPE, were given. In contrast to the iterative power method they provide a faster

convergence and by this a reduced number of required round trip operations. Thus the

overall computational time can be decreased by the application of these advanced eigen-

value solvers. In the following this higher convergence velocity should be demonstrated by

applying different variations of MPE and RRE on the resonator setup with non-diagonal

round trip operator given above. Fig. 5.8 shows the convergence speed of cycled single

round trip RRE and cycled single round trip MPE using 12 iterations per cycle, in com-

parison to the iterative power method. By using the vector extrapolation methods the

required number of round trip operations could be decreased by 70 percent for the MPE

and around 62 percent for the RRE, if a target deviation of 10−4 is assumed. As it was

discussed above, a further decrease of the deviation clearly beyond the deviation threshold
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Figure 5.8 – Convergence velocity of different eigenvalue solvers for the coupled eigenvalue

problem given by the resonator setup in Fig. 5.1. The evolution of the deviations σ
(j)
ℓ between

adjacent iteration results for the coupled Ex(a) and Ey (b) components is shown. Please note
that for better illustration, the vertical axes were scaled logarithmically. The target deviation
of 10−4 for both field components is achieved after 51 round trip operations for the cycled
single round trip MPE and after 75 round trip operations for the cycled multi round trip
MPE. The RRE reaches the target deviation after 64 round trip operations for the cycled
single round trip method and after 93 round trip operations for the cycled multi round trip
method. In contrast, the iterative power method requires 170 round trip operations to achieve
the same accuracy level.

of 10−4 is unfeasible, independently of the eigenvalue solver technique applied, due to the

limited accuracy of the round trip operator used. An increase of the round trip operator

accuracy would further decrease the minimum achievable deviation. Due to the efficient

implementation of the RRE and MPE algorithms by the QR factorization, the computa-

tional time for calculating WMPE
ℓ,s,k or WRRE

ℓ,s,k from a set of iteration results V (j) almost does

not require any additional time. The major numerical effort has to be spent on the calcu-

lation of the resonator round trip operation R. Consequently a reduction of the required

number of round trip operations by around 70 and 62 percent respectively, results in a

similar reduction of the computational time.

If the cycled multi round trip method (f > 1) is used, only every f -th round trip operator

result will be taken into account for the vector extrapolation method to calculate the

starting condition for the next cycle. This technique decreases the size of Q
(k−1)
ℓ , especially

for fields Vℓ with a high number of sampling points O. Fig. 5.8 shows the convergence

behavior of the multi round trip vector extrapolation methods compared to the single

round trip methods. For better comparison between the techniques, after each round trip

and normalization operation the deviation was calculated according to Eq. (5.1). It can

be seen that the memory advantage of the multi round trip vector extrapolation methods

is dearly-bought by a decreased convergence velocity compared to the single round trip

approaches. This decreased convergence velocity is caused by an increased error-proneness

of the multi round trip vector extrapolation methods on the round trip operator errors due

to the reduced number of fields used for the extrapolation step.
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5.2 Generation of a Radially Polarized Laser Beam

by Use of the Birefringence of a c-cut Nd:YVO4

Crystal

In 2006, Yonezawa et al. [184] introduced a laser resonator including an anisotropic c-cut

Nd:YVO4 crystal, for the generation of a radially polarized transversal resonator mode.

The main idea is the induction of different optical paths between an extraordinary and an

ordinary beam by the birefringence of the crystal. If the distance between a spherical and

a plane cavity mirror is chosen correctly, the effective optical cavity length of the ordinary

beam will be in the unstable region, whereas the optical cavity length of the extraordinary

beam, which is radially polarized, is in the stable region. Consequently the resonator round

trip losses, which are higher for the ordinary beam than for the extraordinary beam, will

damp out the ordinary one. The corresponding resonator is given in Fig. 5.9 and Table 5.2.

Figure 5.9 – Schematic of a laser resonator for generation of a radially polarized beam.
It is shown that the ordinary and extraordinary beams take different optical paths in the
Nd:YVO4 rod because of the different refractive indices [184]. The values used for other
parameters can be found in Table 5.2.

In their work Yonezawa et al. gave an experimental verification of the appearance of a

radially polarized beam. In the following the above described generalized Fox-Li algorithm

is applied to reproduce Yonezawa’s experimental measurement results by a computer sim-

ulation. The round trip operator R is described according to Eq. (3.7) by a sequence of

component operators C given in Table 5.3 and SPW operators given by Eqs. (2.30) and

(2.31) for the free-space propagation P between the components. For the simulation of

the birefringence effects of the homogeneous, uniaxial Nd:YVO4 crystal the rigorous com-
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Table 5.2 – Other parameters used for the resonator setup given in Fig. 5.9. Most of the
parameters are based on the description of the experiment performed by Yonezawa et al. [184].
For parameters which where not given explicitly in [184], useful suggestions were made.

Parameter Value

Refractive index of Nd:YVO4 for ordinary beam 1.9573

Refractive index of Nd:YVO4 for extraordinary beam 2.1652

Nd:YVO4 rod diameter 2 mm

Intracavity aperture diameter 0.630 mm

Refractive index of free space (air) 1.0003

Radius of curvature mirror M1 (concave) 250 mm

Vacuum wavelength of resonator mode 1064 nm

Small signal gain g0 (according to Eq. (5.3)) 2

Gain saturation factor g1 (according to Eq. (5.3)) 20 V2

m2

ponent operator introduced in section 4.1 is applied. The gain is simulated directly after

the anisotropic operator Caniso by the thin-sheet gain approximation [140]

CAM =

(

CAM 0

0 CAM

)

(5.2)

with

CAMV
+/−
ℓ = exp

(

g0

1 + g−11

∑

ℓ=1,2

(

|V +
ℓ |

2 + |V −ℓ |
2
)

)

V
+/−
ℓ (5.3)

where the variable dependency (x, y, z) of V
+/−
ℓ was skipped for a better readability. g0

is the small signal gain and g1 is a measurement of the gain saturation. V +
ℓ and V −ℓ

represent the fields propagating in forward and backward direction, respectively. Please

note that due to the dependency of CAM on both field components given by the nominator

of Eq. (5.3), the round trip operatorR is nonlinear. Furthermore the two field components

in Eq. (3.12) are coupled by this nonlinearity as well as by the rigorous component operator

for the simulation of the Nd:YVO4 crystal.

Please note that in this numerical example an uniaxial anisotropic medium is simulated.

However the techniques given in section 4.1 are not limited to uniaxial crystals, but can be

also applied to more general anisotropic, homogeneous media, described by an arbitrary

dielectric tensor. This example was just chosen due to the existence of a measured reference

resonator mode in the literature and the practical relevance of Nd:YVO4 crystals for solid

state lasers.
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Table 5.3 – Component operators used in different domains of the resonator given in Fig. 5.9.
The corresponding equations for the component operators are given in brackets.

Component Component operator used

Birefringence of Nd:YVO4 Caniso (Eqs. (4.1) – (4.27))

Gain of Nd:YVO4 CAM (Eq. (5.2))

Aperture CTEA (Eq. (3.25))

Mirrors M1 and M2 CTEA (Eq. (3.25))

Figure 5.10 – Convergence velocity of MPE and iterative power method for the nonlinear

eigenvalue problem describing the resonator in Fig. 5.9. The evolution of the deviation σ
(j)
ℓ

between adjacent iteration results for the coupled Ex (a) and Ey (b) field components is
shown. Please note that, for better illustration, the vertical axes were scaled logarithmically.
This example clearly shows that the MPE algorithm has a much faster convergence velocity
than the iterative power method.

Once the eigenvalue problem is formulated, it is solved by the MPE technique in cycled

mode using 12 round trip iterations per cycle. The corresponding convergence of the
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Figure 5.11 – Intensity distributions of the dominant transversal resonator mode in the
plane of the outcoupling mirror M2. (a) Overall intensity distribution. (b)-(e) Intensity
distributions after the mode passes through a linear polarizer with different directions. The
arrows indicate the directions of the polarizer. (f) Intensity profile along the vertical line
intersecting the center of (a). All of the simulation results are in good agreement to measured
results given by Yonezawa et al. [184].

algorithm in terms of deviation σ
(j)
ℓ is given in Fig. 5.10 in comparison to the iterative

power method. The much faster convergence of the cycled MPE algorithm in comparison

to the power method in terms of required round trip iterations can be clearly seen. The

calculation was performed on a personal computer with Intel CoreTM i7-4700HQ (8 CPUs

@ 2.40GHz). The calculation time per round trip was approximately 36 seconds if 559 ×

559 plane waves in the angular spectrum of plane waves approach given by Eq. (4.2)

were used. Consequently the computational grid in the spatial domain consisted also of

559× 559 sampling points with an equidistant sampling pitch of 10 microns ×10 microns.

The maximum RAM memory requirement during the calculation was approximately 1.3

Gigabyte. Please note that so far no effort was made by the author to accelerate the

current code implementation of the algorithms.

The intensity of the dominant transversal resonator mode in the plane of the flat out-

coupling mirror is given by Figs. 5.11a) and 5.11f). Its radial polarization is illustrated in

Figs. 5.11b) — 5.11e), which show the simulation results of the mode propagation through

a linear polarizer with varying direction. Here the Jones matrix according to Eq. (3.34) was

used to simulate the effect of the linear polarizer. The shape and polarization properties of
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the dominant transversal resonator mode are in good agreement with the measured results

given in Fig. 3 in [184].

Yonezawa et al. [184] also observed in their experiment that if the effective cavity length

is reduced, the ordinary beam and the extraordinary beam are in the stable resonator

region, ending up with an unpolarized TEM00-like fundamental mode. Also these results

can be reproduced by simulations, by reducing e.g. the distance between the spherical

mirror and the aperture from 180 mm to 160 mm in Fig. 5.9. If the cycled MPE is applied

again, after 120 round trip iterations a deviation of σ
(j)
ℓ < 10−7 is reached. The resulting

eigenmode is given in Fig. 5.12 and directly shows a TEM00-like mode. However it is

Ex-polarized, which seems to be different to the observation by Yoneszawa et al. [184].

Nevertheless the simulation is indeed correct because of the fact that a monochromatic

field is per definition always fully polarized according to Maxwell’s equations [30], and

thus the coupled eigenvalue problem given by Eq. (3.12) always converges to a polarized

eigenmode due to the definition of the eigenvalue problem in terms of a monochromatic

field. In addition please note that due to the radial symmetry of the resonator, the choice of

the x-y transversal coordinate system is free. Consequently depending on the orientation

of the choice of the coordinate orientation the polarization direction of the TEM00-like

transversal mode also changes. It is always polarized but the polarization could be along

any radial direction. However due to unavoidable fluctuations in practice, the polarization

direction may change from one radial direction to the other. That leads to the result that

an unpolarized field is observed in the experiment by Yonezawa et al. [184]. Furthermore in

Fig. 5.12b) a higher order Ey component is obtained due to the fact that in the resonator

geometry the TEM00-like Ex component does not completely fill the active medium volume.

Consequently in the active medium regions far away from the optical axis there is still some

inversion left, which will amplify the second dominant mode shape. In the experiment this

mode shape will also be unpolarized due to the above given arguments. Yonezawa et

al. [184] do not mention the appearance of this second dominant mode shape, which might

have the following reasons:

1. With decreasing aperture diameter the strength of this second dominant mode de-

creases, because higher order mode losses are increased. The exact aperture size of

the resonator used by Yonezawa et al. is not given in [184]. So it might be that in

the experiment an aperture diameter smaller than in these simulations was used, and

consequently no second order mode could be observed.

2. In this simulation a homogeneous pump light distribution was assumed, which is of

course an approximation of the real experimental pump setup.
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3. In Fig. 5.12 it can be seen that the maximum intensity of the TEM00-like mode is

much higher than the maximum intensity of the higher order mode. In the experiment

it might be very difficult to detect the weak signal of the higher order mode.

Figure 5.12 – Intensity distribution of the V1 (a) and V2 (b) components of the resonator
setup given in Fig. 5.9 with reduced effective cavity length obtained by the MPE algorithm
after 120 round trip iterations. The different transversal shapes are caused by nonlinear
mode competition inside the active medium. Clearly the TEM00-like mode in (a) has a larger
amplitude than the higher order mode in (b).

In addition to the above given example another comparison between a simulation based on

the generalized Fox-Li algorithm and an experimental measurement gave a good agreement

between theory and experiment. Due to the limited number of pages of this thesis, the

author decided to publish this conformity of experimental and simulation results of a laser

resonator configuration with a discontinuous phase element for forming an azimuthally

polarized resonator eigenmode in a separate peer-review article [185].

5.3 Optimization of Resonator with Thermal Lensing,

Stress-induced Birefringence and Nonlinear Gain

Saturation

In the previous chapters novel concepts for the calculation of the fully vectorial transversal

eigenmode of a cw solid-state laser were introduced including nonlinear gain, birefringence

and thermal lens effects. In the following these techniques will be applied exemplarily to

improve the beam quality and the output power of the cw flash-lamp-pumped Nd:YAG

laser given in Fig. 5.13. The laser resonator is a linear cavity consisting of two spherical

mirrors M1 and M2 with focal lengths fM1 = fM2 = 100 mm. Mirror M1 is the outcoupling

mirror and has a reflectance RM1 = 0.9. It is desired that the beam quality M2 emitted
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Figure 5.13 – Initial setup 1: solid state laser, consisting of two spherical mirrors M1 and
M2, a linear polarizer and a flash-pumped Nd:YAG crystal. To suppress higher order modes,
an aperture is placed in the plane of the outcoupling mirror M1. The parameters of the
Nd:YAG crystal are given in Table 5.4.

by the laser be close to 1 and that the laser operates only in a single transversal mode.

Therefore the circular aperture diameter of mirror M1 has to be chosen small enough to

suppress higher order resonator modes. In this example the circular aperture of mirror M1

should be 250 microns. All light outside of this aperture is perfectly blocked. Resonator

mirror M2 has a sufficiently large aperture size and a reflectance of RM2 = 1 to ensure that

it is not introducing any additional resonator losses. It is desired that the emitted light

is perfectly linearly polarized under an angle θ0 = arcsin(y/x) = 30◦. Therefore a linear

wire-grid polarizer is placed directly in front of the outcoupling mirror. The polarizer is

orientated under an angle of 30◦ generating the requested linear polarization direction. The

thickness of the polarizer can be neglected, so that the length of the resonator is 76 mm.

The active medium is a Nd:YAG crystal, with the same parameters and flash-pump as

discussed in [16,182]. The parameters of the active medium are given in Table 5.4. Please

note that the pump efficiency is not equal to the pump quantum efficiency. The pump

efficiency is the fraction of the electric power of the flash lamps which is converted into

stimulated emission. It is calculated by the multiplication of the first three efficiencies

given in Table 1 of [182]. The active medium and two flash-lamps are placed in a double-

elliptical cylinder to ensure a high pump-transfer efficiency and a homogeneous pump

distribution in the active medium [16, 182]. For simplicity, in the following it is assumed

that the heat which is dissipated in the active medium is homogeneously distributed over

the whole active medium and an annular cooling configuration is used. Also the pump

power is homogeneously distributed over the whole Nd:YAG rod. Please note that these

assumptions in principle are not necessary to apply the concepts described in the previous
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sections. However the assumptions are pretty realistic for the flash-lamp double-elliptical

pump configuration, ending up with the following cylindrical temperature distribution

within the active medium [182]

Table 5.4 – Parameters of the Nd:YAG active medium. If no extra citation is given for the
parameter, its value was taken from Koechner [16, 182].

Parameter Value

crystal orientation [111]

crystal length L 76 mm

circular crystal rod diameter d 6.35 mm

linear refractive index nNd:YAG @ 1064 nm 1.82

total electric power of flash lamps Pe 12 kW

temperature in the rod center T (0) 114◦C

temperature at the rod surface T (0.5d) 57◦C

first order thermal dependence of refractive index dn/dT [175] 7.3× 10−6 1/◦C

average-lifetime at upper laser level τ = (1/τ21 + 1/τ ′20)
−1 [4] 230× 10−6s

cross-section σ12 [4] 2.8× 10−19 cm2

pump efficiency ηpe 3%

wavelength of resonator mode λL 1064 nm

energy difference between upper laser level and ground level hν20 [4] 2.1147× 10−19J

thermal expansion α 7.9× 10−6 1/◦C

thermal conductivity k̂ 0, 111W/(cm ◦C)

poisson ratio ν̂ 0.3

photoelastic tensor coefficients p1111 −0.029

photoelastic tensor coefficients p1122 0.009

photoelastic tensor coefficients p3232 = p2323 = p3223 = p2332 −0.0615

T (ρ) = T (0)−
|ρ|2

(0.5d)2
[T (0)− T (0.5d)] (5.4)

with the temperature in the rod center T (0) and at the rod surface T (0.5d) given in Table

5.4. Plugging Eq. (5.4) into Eq. (4.52) and using the values for dn/dT given in Table 5.4

results in a thermal lens of

∆ntherm
α′α′ (ρ) = −41.277 m

−2 × |ρ|2. (5.5)
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Furthermore Eq. (5.4) can be used to solve the eigenvalue problem given by Eq. (4.56),

ending up with azimuthally stress-induced birefringence [16]. Then the nonlinear operator

in Eq. (4.57) has the form [83]:

C
NL
s =

(

cos θ − sin θ

sin θ cos θ

)(

CNL
11,s 0

0 CNL
22,s

)(

cos θ sin θ

− sin θ cos θ

)

(5.6)

with the azimuthal angle θ and the contributions of the stress-induced birefringence on the

refractive index:

∆nbirefring
11 (ρ,V ) =

−ανn3
Nd:YAG [T (0)− T (0.5d)]

6(1− ν)(0.5d)2
(p1111 − p1122 + 4p3232) |ρ|

2 (5.7)

and ∆nbirefring
22 = 0.

Due to the broad spectrum of pump light emitted by the flash lamps, several pump

levels are used to fill the upper laser level. Therefore the small-signal gain g0 in Eq. (4.44)

can be expressed by [4]

g0 =
ηpePeτσ12

π(0.5d)2Lhν20
. (5.8)

To calculate the dominant eigenmode of the above given example resonator setup the eigen-

value problem given by Eq. (3.12) is solved using the minimal polynomial extrapolation

method (MPE) and a random phase distribution as initial condition. The active medium

was simulated by the vBPM given in section 4.2. Therefore the crystal was discretized

in z-direction in 30 slabs. The mirrors were simulated by the TEA (Eq. (3.3)) and the

linear polarizer by the Jones matrix according to Eq. (3.34). The Ex and Ey polarization

components of the dominant transversal laser resonator mode in two different planes in the

resonator are given in Fig. 5.14. The output power of the beam is 0.19 W. Furthermore the

second-order momenta method [83] has been applied on the transversal mode to calculate

the beam quality in the plane of the outcoupling mirror. It is M2
x = M2

y = 2.8 in x-

and y-direction, respectively. If the transversal mode structure and power are analyzed at

different positions in the laser cavity, it can be seen that there are significant depolariza-

tion losses at the linear polarizer and diffraction losses at the aperture of the outcoupling

mirror. The corresponding values are given in Table 5.5.

In a next step the diffraction losses are improved by compensating the thermal lens of

the active medium. Therefore the resonator setup is rearranged. The spherical outcoupling

mirror is replaced by a plane mirror with reflectance R = 0.9 and in addition a Fourier lens

in combination with an aspherical mirror is used as shown in Fig. 5.15. In principle this

setup is a stable Fourier transform resonator [83]. To suppress the higher order resonator

modes in an efficient way, a smaller mirror aperture is used. It’s size is chosen to be equal

to the 0-th order diameter of the Airy pattern which is obtained in the focal region of the
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Figure 5.14 – Dominant transversal eigenmode of the laser resonator setup given in Fig. 5.13.
The upper row shows the V1 (a) and V2 (b) field components of the mode in the plane of
the outcoupling mirror M1. The lower row shows the V1 (c) and V2 (d) field components of
the mode in the transversal plane between the active medium and the linear polarizer. In
both rows the propagation direction of the mode is towards the outcoupling mirror and the
fundamental transversal eigenmode has a non-Gaussian shape due to birefringence, diffraction
and thermal lensing effects.

Fourier lens, if the Fourier lens is illuminated by an ideal plane wave [83]. The aspherical

mirror compensates the wavefront deformations caused by thermal lensing. Thus it can

be interpreted as a static phase conjugating mirror for a specific resonator mode. For the

design of the aspherical surface of the mirror the vBPM operator is used in the following

steps, which are based on the ideas given in [186]:

1. A fundamental Gaussian beam with waist position in the outcoupling mirror plane

is used as starting condition. The waist diameter is equal to the aperture diameter

of the mirror M1.

2. The vBPM operator and the other component and free-space operators mentioned

below are applied to propagate the Gaussian beam to a plane in the desired aspherical

mirror position z0. Then the phase Φ(x, y, z0) of the propagated field is calculated in

this plane.

3. After that the phase of the field is conjugated: Φ(x, y, z0)→ Φ∗(x, y, z0)
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Table 5.5 – Output power and beam quality of laser resonator setups 1-3. The depolarization
loss and the diffraction loss are defined by the ratio of the beam power before and after the
polarizer and mirror aperture, respectively.

Resonator
setup

Maximum
power in
cavity

Depolariza-
tion
loss

Diffraction
losses at
mirror M2

aperture

Laser
output
power

Beam quality
M2

x ,M
2
y in

the plane of
M2

Setup 1: w/o
compensation

107.5 W 25.8% 97.6% 0.19 W 2.8 , 2.8

Setup 2: with
thermal lens
compensation

247.0 W 25.2% 40.9% 10.9 W 1.1 , 1.1

Setup 3: with
thermal lens

and
birefringence
compensation

779.7 W 0.7% 7.9% 71.4 W 1.3 , 1.2

Figure 5.15 – Resonator setup 2 with thermal lens compensation: a stable Fourier transform
resonator geometry is used to improve the beam quality and output power. To ensure that
the thermal lens in the flash-pumped Nd:YAG laser is compensated an aspherical mirror was
designed. The parameters of the Nd:YAG crystal are the same as in the initial setup.

4. Due to the fact that the beam in the resonator has to pass the active medium

twice in a full round trip, the transmission function of the aspherical mirror must be

t(x, y, z0) = exp(i2Φ∗(x, y, z0)).

5. TEA is applied to calculate the height profile h(x, y) of the mirror for the specific

mode wavelength: h(x, y) = [λ/(4π)]2Φ∗(x, y, z0).

Once the aspherical surface is designed, again the round trip operator concept in combi-

nation with the vBPM is applied to calculate the dominant resonator eigenmode. For the
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Figure 5.16 – Dominant transversal eigenmode of the laser resonator setup 2 given in
Fig. 5.15. The upper row shows the V1 (a) and V2 (b) field components of the mode in
the plane of the outcoupling mirror M1. The lower row shows the V1 (c) and V2 (d) field
components of the mode in the plane behind the active medium, next to the linear polarizer.
In both rows the propagation direction of the mode is towards the outcoupling mirror.

free-space propagation the SPW operator given by Eqs.(2.30) and (2.31) is used. The thin

Fourier lens, the plane mirror and the aspherical mirror are simulated by TEA (Eq. (3.3)).

The polarizer is simulated again by the Jones matrix according to Eq. (3.34). Fig. 5.16

shows the dominant eigenmode at two different positions in the resonator. The output

power of the beam could be improved to 10.9 W and the beam quality to M2
x = M2

y = 1.1.

As shown in Table 5.5 the polarization losses are still pretty high. Consequently the res-

onator setup has to be modified further to reduce the polarization losses.

To that end a 90◦ quartz polarization rotator is used as described in [20] ending up

with the resonator setup given in Fig. 5.17. The quartz rotator and the linear polarizer

are simulated by Jones matrices (Eqs. (3.37) and (3.34)) and the lenses and mirrors by

TEA (Eq. (3.3)). Again MPE is used to solve the eigenvalue problem. The corresponding

transversal eigenmode is given in two different planes in Fig 5.18. Clearly the depolarization

loss could be decreased by this resonator setup. The improved outcoupling power and beam

quality of the laser are given in Table 5.5.

Due to the nonlinear gain saturation effects, it is expected that a change of the res-

onator round trip loss has an influence on output beam quality and power. Therefore the
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Figure 5.17 – Resonator setup 3 with thermal lens and birefringence compensation: a
stable Fourier transform resonator geometry is used to improve the beam quality and output
power. To ensure that the thermal lens in the flash-pumped Nd:YAG laser is compensated
an aspherical mirror was designed. The initial Nd:YAG crystal is split into two rods with
equal length and optical pump. Stress-induced birefringence is compensated by placing a 90◦

quartz polarization rotator and a thin lens between the two Nd:YAG crystals.

reflectance of the outcoupling mirror is varied between 0.3 and 0.99. The resulting values of

the output beam power are given in Fig. 5.19. Two local maxima can be clearly seen. This

is caused by the nonlinear behavior of the active medium. Furthermore this nonlinear gain

saturation has an influence on the beam quality as shown in Fig. 5.20. For a homogeneous

pump light distribution the transversal resonator mode will be more strongly amplified

in regions far away from the optical axis than in its center. Thus the mode is spatially

deformed during its propagation through the active medium. That is why the mode given

in Fig. 5.20 b) obtained for R = 0.4 (M2
x = 1.4,M2

y = 1.3) has a poorer beam quality than

the mode of Fig. 5.20 a) obtained for R = 0.7 (M2
x = 1.3,M2

y = 1.2). Consequently for

setup 3, given above, the initial plane outcoupling mirror with R = 0.9 should be replaced

by a mirror with R = 0.7 to improve the output power further. For R = 0.7 there is no

significant change of the beam quality M2 compared to the setup with R = 0.9.
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Figure 5.18 – Dominant transversal eigenmode of the laser resonator setup 3 given in
Fig. 5.17. The upper row shows the V1 (a) and V2 (b) field components of the mode in
the plane of the outcoupling mirror M1. The lower row shows the V1 (c) and V2 (d) field
components of the mode in the plane behind the active medium 1 next to the linear polarizer.
In both rows the propagation direction of the mode is towards the outcoupling mirror.

Figure 5.19 – Variation of the reflectance R of the outcoupling mirror M1 used in the
resonator setup 3. Due to nonlinear gain saturation effects, which are included in the vBPM
simulation, the output beam power changes with the reflectance. Two local power maxima are
obtained for R = 0.4 and R = 0.7, respectively. Thus replacing the initial plane outcoupling
mirror with R = 0.9 by a mirror with R = 0.7 will further improve the beam output power.
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Figure 5.20 – Ex field components of the dominant transversal eigenmode for outcoupling
mirror reflectance R = 0.7 (a) and R = 0.4 (b). Due to nonlinear gain saturation effects, the
beam is slightly aberrated ending up withM2

x = 1.3,M2
y = 1.2 for a) andM2

x = 1.4,M2
y = 1.3

for b). Please note that the given field distributions are calculated in the aperture of the
outcoupling mirror, where the light is linearly polarized. Thus the corresponding Ey field
components have a similiar shape as the shown Ex components.



Chapter 6

Outlook

In this thesis it was shown that the eigenvalue problem given by Eq. (3.12) has to be

solved for the calculation of the dominant transversal resonator mode of lasers oscillating

in single transversal mode operation. In multi-transversal-mode operation all different

transversal resonator modes experience amplification in the same active medium. This

leads to the so called mode competition [71], where stimulated emission by one mode causes

gain saturation not only for itself, but also for the other modes. This mode competition,

which has an important influence on the power and shape of the transversal modes of a

laser in multi-transversal-mode operation, is not included in the problem formulation of

Eq. (3.12). Thus in the case of mode competition the solution of Eq. (3.12) might not

represent one of the actual resonator modes oscillating in the cavity. However please note

that this fact is not caused by any shortcomings of the eigenvalue solvers, but simply by

a restriction of the problem formulation given by Eq. (3.12). In the following the problem

formulation of Eq. (3.12) is extended in a way that allows mode competition to be included

for the simulation of lasers in multi-transversal-mode operation. A similar extension has

been done in [106, 107] for the scalar Fox and Li algorithm. Starting from the reasonable

assumption that each transversal resonator mode is incoherent to each other [81], the total

intensity of all modes inside a laser resonator can be written as an incoherent sum:

I
+/−
total (x, y, z) =

∑

i

I
+/−
i (x, y, z) (6.1)

with I
+/−
i (x, y, z) being the intensity of a single transversal mode with index i propagating

in positive (+) or negative (−) direction, respectively. The relation between I
+/−
i (x, y, z)

and the corresponding fully vectorial, electromagnetic field of the single mode V
+/−
ℓ,i (x, y, z)

is given in paraxial approximation by Eq. (2.69). Again it is assumed that only a single

axial mode is oscillating in the cavity. Due to the mutual incoherence of the transversal
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modes, the propagation of each resonator mode along the resonator round trip can be

described by:

(

γ1,i 0

0 γ2,i

)(

V1,i

V2,i

)

= Ri (V1,V2, ...Vi)

(

V1,i

V2,i

)

=

(

R11,i R12,i

R21,i R22,i

)(

V1,i

V2,i

)

. (6.2)

Please note that Eq. (6.2) can be interpreted as a set of i eigenvalue problems. For each

eigenvalue problem there can be a coupling between the V1,i and V2,i field components by a

non-diagonal round trip operator Ri. Furthermore due to mode competition, there is also

a nonlinear coupling between the different eigenvalue problems, ending up with a nonlin-

ear round trip operator Ri (V1,V2, ...,Vi), depending on all field components Vℓ,i(x, y, z)

of all modes i. In the case of mode competition in a cw solid state laser with homoge-

neously broadened 4-level energy system the nonlinear gain saturation can be modeled

approximately by

g ≈
g0

1 +
I+total+I−total

ILs

σ12N , (6.3)

which is similar to the expression given in Eq. (2.76), except for the fact that the intensity of

a single mode was replaced by the incoherent sum of all mode intensities given by Eq. (6.1).

For the light propagation through the active medium again a vBPM or a thin-sheet gain

approximation as it was applied in section 5.2 can be formulated. Please also note that the

simulation of mode competition is only useful if the active medium inside the resonator

is included in the simulation. Thus following the same arguments as in section 3 |γ1,i|

and |γ2,i| will be always 1. Please note that in future work the applicability of suitable

eigenvalue solvers for the set of equations given by Eq. (6.2) has to be tested. For the

scalar case the iterative power method was successfully applied in [106, 107]. So it might

also be the first candidate for solving Eq. (6.2). Good techniques for solving Eq. (6.2)

might be the MPE and RRE, which might give better convergence speeds compared to

the iterative power method. However even if vector extrapolation methods are applied,

the computational effort might be very high for laser resonators oscillating with plenty of

different transversal modes. Consequently additional research should be done to accelerate

the calculation time of a single round trip operation Ri. Nevertheless all comments of this

chapter are recommendations for future research this thesis is definitely the basis for.



Chapter 7

Summary

For plenty of applications modern cw solid-state lasers should provide a high output beam

power, good beam quality (M2 ≈ 1) and customized light polarization. Therefore nowa-

days plenty of different optical components are used inside the laser resonator to control

its dominant transversal mode. Thus there is an enormous degree of design freedoms,

requiring computer-aided design, tolerancing and analysis tools. The most fundamental

of all of these tools is a flexible and fast simulation technique for the modeling of laser

resonators. State-of-the-art simulation approaches given in literature are limited either

by their low simulation accuracy, their high numerical effort and/or their limited scope

of applicability to a few special resonator geometries and intracavity components. Even

the well-known scalar Fox-Li algorithm is limited to the simulation of paraxial transversal

modes of resonators consisting only of linear, isotropic and thin elements, due to its scalar

approximation.

Thus in this work the Fox-Li algorithm was generalized to a fully vectorial approach

using the concepts of field tracing. Therefore the resonator was subdivided in several sub-

domains. In each of the subdomains the light propagation was described by a fully vectorial

harmonic field using approximative or rigorous solutions of Maxwell’s equations. In prin-

ciple any simulation technique known from literature which can be applied to propagate

harmonic fields can be used. Between the subdomains rigorous or approximative diffrac-

tion integrals can be solved to propagate the light in free-space. This flexible combination

of different techniques for the propagation in free-space and in the subdomains (also called

component operators) ends up with a fully vectorial eigenvalue problem, which has to be

solved to calculate the dominant transversal resonator mode of lasers oscillating in single

transversal-mode operation. It was discussed in detail that the structure of the eigenvalue

problem and its corresponding solution type depend on the approximation level used for

the free-space propagation and component operators. On the one hand, if polarization

cross-talk effects are neglected in the entire resonator, there is a decoupling between the

field components of the resonator mode, ending up with two separate eigenvalue problems.
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On the other hand if the simulation is done with a higher accuracy, meaning that polar-

ization cross-talk effects are included at least in a single subdomain of the resonator, there

is a coupled eigenvalue problem to be solved.

Furthermore it was shown that independently of its structure, the eigenvalue problem

can be solved by the iterative power method. However as shown in two examples, this

approach might suffer from low convergence velocity, resulting in a high numerical effort.

Thus two vector extrapolation methods, namely the RRE and the MPE, were applied

the first time in the context of laser resonator simulations to significantly improve the

convergence velocity and the numerical effort.

Anisotropic intra-cavity crystals play a major role in manipulating the polarization state

of light emitted by the laser. Therefore in this work a rigorous component operator for the

propagation of light through anisotropic, homogeneous and linear media was introduced. It

is based on the decomposition of a general harmonic field into a set of plane waves using the

numerically efficient FFT. Each of the plane waves is propagated separately through the

bi- or uniaxial crystal, including the refraction effects at the crystal interfaces. After the

propagation of the plane waves through the crystal, they are superimposed again behind the

crystal using the superposition principle formulated by an FFT algorithm. In addition an

approximative component operator for the light propagation through inhomogeneous and

birefringent active laser crystals was given. This approach is a FFT-based split-step vBPM,

which enables the simulation of thermal lensing as well as stress-induced birefringent effects

caused by the active medium. In a lot of solid-state lasers these two effects have negative

influence on the resonator performance. Furthermore it was shown how different energy-

level diagrams for different active media can be included in the vBPM to simulate nonlinear

gain saturation effects. For strong nonlinear gain saturation effects, which dominate the

numerical effort of the vBPM, a semi-analytical approach was given to further accelerate

the simulation.

Finally several numerical examples were given, showing the application of the above

given concepts. Therefore a cw Nd:YAG laser, suffering from thermal lensing, stress-

induced birefringence and nonlinear gain saturation was improved in terms of output power,

beam quality and depolarization losses. The reliability of the novel simulation techniques

was demonstrated by comparing simulation and experimental results which are in good

agreement to each other.



Appendix A

Scalar Field Approximation of

Maxwell’s Equations

The scalar Fox-Li algorithm discussed in section 2.3 is based on an approximated solution

of Maxwell’s equations using the concept of scalar fields. This approximation is the major

constraint on the applicability of the round trip propagation integral kernel KRound in

Eq. (2.42) or the round trip propagation operator R in 2.46, respectively. In this appendix

the approximations, which are necessary to introduce the concepts of scalar fields, are

shown and their consequences for the simulation of different intracavity optical components

are discussed.

Starting from Maxwell’s equations given by Eqs. (2.1) – (2.4) the following equations

for a single harmonic field defined by Eq. (2.14) can be obtained by using the assumption

of linear and isotropic matter response [30]:

∇×H(r, ω0) = −iω0ǫ(r, ω0)E(r, ω0), (A.1)

∇×E(r, ω0) = iω0µ0H(r, ω0), (A.2)

∇ · (ǫ(r, ω0)E(r, ω0)) = 0, (A.3)

∇ ·H(r, ω0) = 0. (A.4)

With the help of the the vector identity ∇× (∇×E) = ∇(∇ ·E)−∇2E, Eq. (A.1) and

Eq. (A.2) can be combined to

∇(∇ ·E(r, ω0))−∇
2E(r, ω0) = ω2

0µ0ǫ(r, ω0)E(r, ω0). (A.5)
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Furthermore Eq. (A.3) can be rewritten to

∇ ·E(r, ω0) = −
∇ǫ(r, ω0) ·E(r, ω0)

ǫ(r, ω0)
(A.6)

Substituting Eq. (A.6) into Eq. (A.5) leads to

∇

(

−
∇ǫ(r, ω0) ·E(r, ω0)

ǫ(r, ω0)

)

= ∇2E(r, ω0) +
ω2
0

c20
ǫr(r, ω0)E(r, ω0) (A.7)

where the relation ǫ(r, ω0) = ǫ0ǫr(r, ω0) with the vacuum permittivity ǫ0 and the rela-

tive permittivity ǫr(r, ω0) was used. Now the scalar approximation can be introduced.

Therefore it is assumed that the electric field can be described by a position independent

3-dimensional Jones vector J = (Jx, Jy, Jz)
T and a scalar field U(r, ω0) describing the

lateral properties of the electric field:

E(r, ω0) ≈ U(r, ω0)J (A.8)

Thus in the scalar approximation the polarization and the spatial properties of the electric

field are separated. Furthermore to fulfill Eq. (A.8) the Jones vector components Jx, Jy

and Jz must be independent to each other and consequently polarization cross talk effects

are neglected. Substituting Eq. (A.8) in the right hand side of Eq. (A.7) leads to:

∇

(

−
∇ǫ(r, ω0) ·E(r, ω0)

ǫ(r, ω0)

)

= ∇2U(r, ω0)J +
ω2
0

c20
ǫr(r, ω0)U(r, ω0)J (A.9)

The independence of the Jones vector components with respect to each other is guaranteed

if the left hand side of Eq. (A.9) is zero. Thus to apply the scalar Fox-Li algorithm, the

resonator system has to fulfill the following condition:

∇

(

−
∇ǫ(r, ω0) ·E(r, ω0)

ǫ(r, ω0)

)

!
= (0, 0, 0)T. (A.10)

Here the intracavity components and geometries of the resonator mirrors are described by

ǫ(r, ω0) and the possible solutions of the transversal mode are given by E(r, ω0). Please

note that the notation in Eq. (A.10) represents three equations given by the three vector

components. By the use of the chain rule the derivatives of the first component can be

rewritten into:

[

(∂2
xǫr)ǫrEx + (∂x∂yǫr)ǫrEy + (∂x∂zǫr)ǫrEz + (∂xǫr)

2Ex + (∂xǫr)(∂yǫr)Ey + (∂xǫr)(∂zǫr)Ez

]

+ [(∂xǫr)(∂xEx) + (∂yǫr)(∂xEy) + (∂zǫr)(∂xEz)]
!
= 0

(A.11)
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where the short notation ∂a = ∂
∂a

with a = x, y, z was used for the derivatives. The

resulting equations for the second and third vector component of Eq. (A.10) have a similar

structure as Eq. (A.11). Thus Eq. (A.10) is approximately fulfilled if the optical setup of

the resonator only consists of thin elements, meaning that (∂a∂bǫr) ≈ 0 for a, b = x, y, z. In

this case all terms of the sum inside the first square brackets in Eq. (A.11) (and the similarly

structured equations for the second and third vector components) are approximately zero.

However due to the terms of the sum inside the second square brackets, there must also

be a restriction on paraxial fields propagating through the thin optical elements, so that

(∂bǫr)(∂aEb) ≈ 0. Please note that strictly speaking the restriction to paraxial fields is also

required due to the fact that for realistic transversal modes inside a laser resonator the

independence of the Jones vector components with respect to each other in Eq. (A.8) can

be only fulfilled for Jz ≈ 0, due to the dependence of Ez on Ex and Ey given by Eq. (2.33).

Consequently the scalar Fox-Li algorithm can only calculate paraxial transversal resonator

modes in laser resonators made of thin elements. In this case Eq. (A.10) is fulfilled, and

the light propagation inside the resonator is described by the scalar, inhomogeneous wave

equation

∇2U(r, ω0) +
ω2
0

c20
ǫr(r, ω0)U(r, ω0) = 0 (A.12)

which was obtained from Eqs. (A.9) and (A.10).



Appendix B

Stationary Solution of Rate

Equations for Various Laser Energy

Systems

It was shown in section 2.4 that Maxwell’s equations are connected to the rate equations

by Lambert-Beer’s law and the incorporation of the gain coefficient into the concept of

complex refractive indices. Furthermore it was shown how the gain and pump absorption

coefficients for the stationary solution of a system of rate equations which describes a

4-level energy diagram can be obtained. In this appendix the resulting gain and pump

absorption coefficients for other important laser energy systems are given. Independently

of the complexity of the modeled energy system in principle the following steps have to be

done:

1. Formulation of the corresponding set of rate equations including all relevant energy

transitions.

2. Application of steady-state conditions of rate equations (dNj/dt = 0 ∀j).

3. Solution of rate equations system in steady-state leads to the population densities

Nj of the energy levels Ej.

4. Calculation of gain and pump absorption coefficients according to Eqs. (2.71) and

(2.73).

In the following analytical solutions for the 3-level laser system, the direct-pumped 3-level

laser, and the quasi 4-level laser system between two manifolds are given.
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B.1 3-level laser system

For the 3-level energy diagram given in Fig. B.1 the steady-state population densities are

given by [108]

Figure B.1 – Relevant transitions of 3-level laser system: solid lines show energy transition
due to stimulated emission, the dashed lines show photon absorption or non-optical pumping,
and the dotted lines show non-radiative relaxation processes [108].

N2 ≈ 0 , (B.1)

N1 ≈
ηp

Ip
Ips
+ IL

ILs

1 + 2 IL
ILs
+ ηp

Ip
Ips

N , (B.2)

N0 ≈
1 + IL

ILs

1 + 2 IL
ILs
+ ηp

Ip
Ips

N . (B.3)

with different definitions of [108]
1

ηp
= 1 +

τ21
τ ′20

, (B.4)

N = N2 +N1 +N0 , (B.5)

Ips =
hνp

σ02τem
, (B.6)

ILs =
hνL

σ01τem
. (B.7)

and

τem = τ ′10 , (B.8)
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and where the approximations given by Eq. (2.66) and

τ2i
τ ′10
≈ 0 , (B.9)

were used. Furthermore there is

f0 = f1 = f2 = 1. (B.10)

Plugging Eqs. (B.1) – (B.3) into Eqs. (2.71) and (2.73) lead to

g ≈
ηp

Ip
Ips
− 1

1 + 2 IL
ILs
+ ηp

Ip
Ips

σ01N , (B.11)

and

α ≈
1 + IL

ILs

1 + 2 IL
ILs
+ ηp

Ip
Ips

σ02N . (B.12)

B.2 Direct-pumped 3-level laser system

For the direct-pumped 3-level energy diagram given in Fig. B.2 the steady-state population

densities are given by [108]

Figure B.2 – Relevant transitions of direct-pumped 3-level laser system: solid lines show
energy transition due to stimulated emission, the dashed lines show photon absorption or
non-optical pumping, and the dotted lines show non-radiative relaxation processes [108].

N2 ≈

Ip
Ips

1 + IL
ILs
+ 2 Ip

Ips

N , (B.13)

N1 ≈ 0 , (B.14)
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N0 ≈
1 + IL

ILs
+ Ip

Ips

1 + IL
ILs
+ 2 Ip

Ips

N , (B.15)

with the definitions of [108]
1

τem
=

1

τ21
+

1

τ ′20
, (B.16)

Ips =
hνp

σ02τem
, (B.17)

ILs =
hνL

σ12τem
. (B.18)

and where the approximation given by Eq. (2.64) was used. Finally the gain coefficient is

given by:

g ≈

Ip
Ips

1 + IL
ILs
+ 2 Ip

Ips

σ12N , (B.19)

and the absorption coefficient for the pump beam by:

α ≈
1 + IL

ILs

1 + IL
ILs
+ 2 Ip

Ips

σ03N . (B.20)

B.3 Quasi 4-level laser system between two manifolds

For the quasi 4-level energy diagram between two manifolds given in Fig. B.3 the steady-

state population densities are given without any approximation by [108]

Figure B.3 – Relevant transitions of quasi 4-level laser system between two manifolds:
solid lines show energy transition due to stimulated emission, the dashed lines show pho-
ton absorption or non-optical pumping, and the dotted lines show non-radiative relaxation
processes [108].
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N2 =

f1
f2

IL
ILs
+ Ip

Ips

1 +
(

1 + f1
f2

)

IL
ILs
+

(

1 + f3
f0

)

Ip
Ips

N . (B.21)

N1 =
1 + IL

ILs
+ f3

f0

Ip
Ips

1 +
(

1 + f1
f2

)

IL
ILs
+

(

1 + f3
f0

)

Ip
Ips

N . (B.22)

with the different definitions

τem = τ21 , (B.23)

N = N1 +N2 , (B.24)

Ips =
hνp

f0σ12τem
, (B.25)

and

ILs =
hνL

f1σ12τem
. (B.26)

Please note that in contrast to the previous energy level diagrams, the degeneration and

strong coupling of the E1,1 and E1,2 as well as of the E2,1 and E2,2 energy states in this quasi

4-level energy diagram result in different fractional populations fj, which are typically

calculated by Boltzmann’s statistics [4]. Finally the gain coefficient is given by:

g = f2σ12N2 − f1σ12N1 =

(

f2
f1
− f3

f0

)

Ip
Ips
− 1

1 +
(

1 + f1
f2

)

IL
ILs
+

(

1 + f3
f0

)

Ip
Ips

f1σ12N . (B.27)

and the absorption coefficient for the pump beam by:

α = f0σ12N1 − f3σ12N2 =
1 +

(

1− f1f3
f2f0

)

IL
ILs

1 +
(

1 + f1
f2

)

IL
ILs
+

(

1 + f3
f0

)

Ip
Ips

f0σ12N . (B.28)



Appendix C

Derivation of Semi-Analytical

Inclusion of Nonlinear Gain in vBPM

In the following Eq. (4.48) will be derived. Starting from the two coupled differential

equations given in Eq. (4.46), there is:

d|Vℓ|
2

dz
=

g0
1 + (|V1|2 + |V2|2) /V 2

sat

|Vℓ|
2 , ℓ = 1, 2. (C.1)

Adding of both equations leads to

d (|V1|
2 + |V2|

2)

dz
=

g0 (|V1|
2 + |V2|

2)

1 + (|V1|2 + |V2|2) /V 2
sat

(C.2)

which has the exact solution

|V1(z0 +∆z)|2 + |V2(z0 +∆z)|2 = V 2
satW

(

exp(g0∆z + c1)

V 2
sat

)

. (C.3)

for g0 being ∆z invariant. Here W (a) is the LambertW function (also called product

logarithm) which can be defined by a = W (a) exp [W (a)] [167]. c1 is a constant, depending

on the initial value of the differential equation at ∆z = 0. It can be written as:

c1 = ln
(

|V1(z0)|
2 + |V2(z0)|

2
)

+

(

|V1(z0)|
2 + |V2(z0)|

2

V 2
sat

)

(C.4)

with ln being the natural logarithm in the base e. In the next step the two terms on the

left hand side of Eq. (C.3) are separated. Please note that the polarization of the electric

field is maintained within the operator given by Eq. (4.39). Consequently there is:

|Vℓ(z0 +∆z))|2 =
|Vℓ(z0)|

2

|V1(z0)|2 + |V2(z0)|2
V 2
satW

(

exp(g0∆z + c1)

V 2
sat

)

, ℓ = 1, 2. (C.5)
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In addition to the real-valued gain g, an additional phase shift ig′ is introduced in reality

by the active medium. Typically this additional phase shift only depends on the angular

frequency ω0 of the field oscillating in the resonator cavity. In a first approximation there is

no dependence on the position, ending up with a constant phase shift for each wavelength

[71]. Consequently in a single nonlinear Cgainαβ,s step the wavefront of the field does not change

it’s shape. In this case Eq. (C.5) can be rewritten to

Vℓ(z0 +∆z) =
Vℓ(z0)

(|V1(z0)|2 + |V2(z0)|2)
1/2

[

V 2
satW

(

exp(g0∆z + c1)

V 2
sat

)](1/2)

, ℓ = 1, 2.

(C.6)

In this work the constant phase shift is neglected, meaning that ig′ = 0, because just the

calculation of the transversal mode profile of the laser is of interest. In this case Eq. (4.48)

is valid. As discussed in chapter 3.1, in principle it is also possible to analyze the axial

modes of the laser resonator by the calculation of the eigenvalue’s phase term φℓ. Then the

inclusion of the phase shift would be important for all wavelengths except for the center

wavelength of the spectral gain profile, where the phase shift is zero anyway [71].
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